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Introduction 

Any form of stable strategic “victory” in Afghanistan and Pakistan – and any form of successful “transition” -- requires 

broad security in most of Afghanistan – including all major cities and along all major lines of communication – and a 

similar degree of stability in at least the border areas of Pakistan that house insurgent sanctuaries and are critical to the 

flow of trade from Pakistan to Afghanistan.  

The preliminary studies of a successful form of economic transition by the IMF, World Bank, and US government all 

confirm this point. No credible amount of aid can sustain the Afghan economy or make any form of regional 

development work on the necessary scale without a high degree of security and stability in virtually every critical district 

and city in Afghanistan, without stable and secure lines of communication in Pakistan, and without a more stable and 

secure Pakistan and one that puts an end to the Afghan and terrorist sanctuaries in Pakistan. 

 The military dimension cannot win any kind of strategic “victory” in Afghanistan on its own, but civil and economic 

stability and progress cannot take place at the necessary scale without more military success than now seems likely.  

Current Claims of Tactical Success 

In saying this, it is important to stress that US the NATO/ISAF can claim real progress in some aspects of the military 

dimension of the war, and the US has scored major strikes against the leaders of Al Qa’ida and Afghan insurgent 

groups in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. ISAF has had significant success in southern Afghanistan – success that is 

reflected in a major drop in insurgent-initiated attacks and the number of significant acts of violence.  

The US Department of Defense issued a report to Congress on October 30, 2011 that stated that,  

The most significant development during this reporting period is the reduction in year-over-year violence. After five 

consecutive years where enemy-initiated attacks and overall violence increased sharply each year (e.g., up 94 percent 

in 2010 over 2009), such attacks began to decrease in May 2011 compared to the previous year and continue to 

decline. 

The successful May 2, 2011 raid against Osama bin Laden … was an important achievement for all partner nations 

engaged in Afghanistan and sent a signal to all, including the Taliban, that the United States is committed to achieving 

its objective, which is to disrupt, dismantle, and eventually defeat al Qaeda and its affiliates, and to prevent their return 

to either Afghanistan or Pakistan. Nevertheless, the effect that this operation has had on U.S.-Pakistani relations, 

particularly cross-border cooperation, should not be underestimated. 
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The security gains highlighted in the previous edition of this report – enabled by the surge in ISAF and Afghan forces 

throughout 2010 – have been sustained and expanded during the reporting period. ANSF-ISAF success in 

consolidating security gains in previously-cleared areas confirms that the civil-military counterinsurgency (COIN) 

strategy has significantly degraded the insurgency’s capability, particularly in Helmand and Kandahar. ANSF-ISAF 

operations have widened the gap between the insurgents and the population in several key population centers, limiting 

insurgent freedom of movement, disrupting safe havens in Afghanistan, and degrading insurgent leadership. 

Continued, partnered COIN operations by ANSF and ISAF forces, complemented by partnered Special Forces targeting 

of insurgent leaders, have reduced enemy attacks and violence in Regional Commands Southwest, West, and North. 

Overall, year-to-date enemy attacks nationwide were five percent lower than the same period in 2010, and attacks 

continue to decline. 

During the reporting period, ANSF-ISAF operations remained focused on southern and southwestern Afghanistan, the 

heartland of the Taliban-led insurgency. Regional Command Southwest produced the most dramatic security progress 

during the reporting period, as COIN operations expanded gains in central and southern Helmand Province by 

disrupting insurgents’ freedom of movement, limiting their access to the population, and eliminating key supply routes. 

In Regional Command South, Afghan and coalition operations consolidated gains from Operation HAMKARI, with a 

particular focus on the Highway 1 corridor. Insurgent momentum was also reversed in Regional Commands North and 

West, where the insurgency had conducted supporting operations during 2009 and 2010 in an effort to divert ISAF 

resources and attention away from operations in the south. However, in 2011, increasingly effective partnered military 

operations reversed insurgent gains made in the previous two years, reducing violence and enemy attacks and 

beginning the process of expanding ANSF-led security into contested areas. 

…ANSF-ISAF operations continue to reduce the influence and operational capacity of the insurgency. The disruption of 

safe havens within Afghanistan, the significant loss of low- and mid-level insurgents, and the disruption of command 

and control structures have largely stunted the Taliban’s spring and summer campaign, preventing it from achieving a 

significant strategic effect on security conditions throughout the country. The effective interdiction of supplies and the 

reluctance of some Pakistan-based commanders to return to Afghanistan contributed to the insurgents’ failure to mount 

the level of operations that they had planned and that ISAF had expected. 

These gains are summarized in graphic form in in this brief, and enough supporting data and analysis exist to indicate 

that they are very real. 
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Why Such Successes May Not Matter 

Neither the US Department of Defense nor ISAF, however, have made a convincing case that such gains can achieve a 

meaningful, lasting form of tactical victory. The unclassified reporting to date leave a long listed of critical issues 

unaddressed – many of which reinforce the points made earlier about the lack of a credible strategic objective for post 

transition Afghanistan and Pakistan 

• Coming troop cuts: The report notes that, “during the reporting period, President Obama announced that recent 

security progress and the increasing capacity and capability of the ANSF have allowed for the recovery of U.S. surge 

forces. Ten thousand U.S. troops will be redeployed by the end of the 2011, and the entire surge force of 33,000 

personnel will be recovered by the end of September 2012. Approximately 68,000 U.S. troops will remain in 

Afghanistan after September 2012, but no further details of the cuts are available until the deadline of removing all 

troops by the end of 2014. ISAF is currently developing a recommendation for future force levels. Although force 

levels will gradually decrease, the United States remains committed to the long-term security and stability of 

Afghanistan, and negotiations are progressing on a long-term strategic partnership between the United States and 

Afghanistan.” US troop cuts are no longer “conditions-based; they effectively are open ended. They also are being 

accompanied by allied troop cuts. 

• Sanctuary in Pakistan: After more than 10 years, the US has yet to show that it can persuade Pakistan to give up its 

influence over the Taliban, Haqqani network, and other insurgent groups, and to stop using them as potential tools to 

secure its own influence in Afghanistan and counter India. This is a critical failure. As the DoD report notes, “Although 

security continues to improve, the insurgency’s safe havens in Pakistan, as well as the limited capacity of the Afghan 

Government, remain the biggest risks to the process of turning security gains into a durable, stable Afghanistan. The 

insurgency remains resilient, benefitting from safe havens inside Pakistan, with a notable operational capacity, as 

reflected in isolated high-profile attacks and elevated violence levels in eastern Afghanistan." 

• Sustain Victory in the South and Winning in the East: The levels of US and ISAF forces were significantly lower than 

was requested in shaping the new strategy, and are dropping sharply. It is far from clear that there will be enough 

ISAF troops to both hold on to gains in the south and make the needed gains in the east and the rest of Afghanistan 

that are called for in the Figures showing the campaign plans for 2012. This could leave Afghanistan vulnerable along 

the border where the insurgency now is strongest, and the DoD report notes that, “The security situation in Regional 

Command East, however, remains tenuous. Cross-border incidents have risen during the reporting period as a 

result   
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• of the sanctuary and support that the insurgency receives from Pakistan. In Regional Command Capital, the ANSF 

has established a layered defense system in and around Kabul, which has resulted in improved security, and the 

ANSF continues to respond effectively to threats and attacks. Nevertheless, Kabul continues to face persistent 

threats, particularly in the form of high-profile attacks and assassinations. 

• The ANA development effort is being rushed, funding is being cut, there are trainer and partner shortfalls, and the 

end result may be unsustainable. The ANSF is making progress, particularly the ANA. There are sharp differences, 

however, as to how much progress is really being made, and no agreed plan as yet exists for shaping and full force 

development through 2014 or afterwards. Major cuts have already been made in future near term funding. There are 

important ethnic differences in the ANA that could affect its future loyalties, and there are serious problems with 

loyalty to powerbrokers, corruption, and in leadership. These could all be corrected with time, the needed number of 

foreign trainers and partners, and adequate funds – but none may be available at the levels and duration required. 

The total current revenue generating capability of the Afghan government is also only about one-sixth of the US and 

allied spending on the ANSF in 2011. ISAF and NTM-A reporting sharply downplays these problems, but they are all 

too real. 

• The ANSF will not be ready until 2016, and will then have very limited combat and IS&R capability. 

• The ANP development effort is being rushed, funding is being cut, there are far greater trainer and partner shortfalls, 

and the ANP are not supported by an effective rule of law in terms of courts, detention and the rest of the legal 

system. The most effective element, the ANCOP, have an unacceptable attrition rate. Other police units have major 

problems with leadership corruption, and loyalties to local power brokers. The border police are particularly corrupt. 

The Afghan Local Police work as long as they are supported by large elements of Special Forces, but these forces 

are not large enough to meet current expansion goals, and it is unclear what will happen when SOF advisors leave. 

• Future year cuts in funding, equipment, trainers, and aid in sustainability could easily repeat the problems that 

occurred in Vietnam. Until mid-2011, plans called for levels of aid through 2024 that now may not be provided through 

2015. 

The Insurgents Do Not Need to Defeat ISAF; Just Outlast It in a War of Political Attrition 

As has been touched upon earlier, these problems are only part of the story. The US and ISAF analyses of tactical 

success focus on significant acts of violence and casualties, not the overall impact of the fighting. The same report that 

described the progress listed above also notes that, 
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“...the Taliban-led insurgency remains adaptive and resilient with a significant regenerative capacity. As insurgent 

capacity to contest ANSF-ISAF gains erodes, insurgents have turned to asymmetric efforts in order to avoid direct 

engagement with ISAF and ANSF forces, including the increased use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs), 

high-profile attacks, and assassinations of Afghan Government officials. 

These tactics require less infrastructure in Afghanistan and do not need the support of the Afghan people; 

however, they do require command and control, training, and logistics support from safe havens, which the 

insurgents have in Pakistan. For example, IED material storage and construction facilities formerly based in 

Afghanistan have now been moved to Pakistan, specifically in the border town of Chaman, Baluchistan Province. 

The assassinations and attacks directed from the safe havens in Pakistan – especially the Federally Administered 

Tribal Areas of North Waziristan and the settled area of Chaman – while reflecting the weakness of the Taliban in 

Afghanistan, have the potential to have a significant political effect in Afghanistan as well as coalition countries. 

With the continued disruption of key insurgent safe havens in Afghanistan, safe havens in 

Pakistan has become the most important external factor sustaining the insurgency, and continues to present the 

most significant risk to ISAF’s campaign.  

It also notes that, 

Safe havens in Pakistan remain the insurgency’s greatest enabler and have taken on increased significance as 

ANSF-ISAF operations continue to clear key insurgent safe havens in Afghanistan. Safe havens in Pakistan, 

which directly support insurgent operations in Afghanistan, have grown more virulent during the reporting period, 

and represent the most significant risk to ISAF’s campaign. 

The majority of insurgent fighters and commanders operate in or near their home districts, and low-level insurgent 

fighters are often well-integrated into the local population. Out-of-area fighters comprise a relatively small portion 

of the insurgency; typically a source of technical expertise, these fighters tend to be more ideological in nature 

and less tolerant of local norms.  

Taliban senior leaders remain capable of providing strategic guidance to the broader insurgency and channeling 

resources to support their operational priorities. Pakistan-based senior leaders exercise varying degrees of 

command and control over the generally decentralized and local Afghan insurgency. Within Afghanistan, 

leadership structures vary by province. In general, the insurgency is led by a shadow governor and a military 

commander at the provincial level, who oversee district-level shadow governors and lower-level military 
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commanders. Due to the success of ISAF and ANSF operations, particularly in the key provinces of Helmand and 

Kandahar, the insurgency continues to adapt its tactics, techniques, and procedures. To preserve resources and 

avoid direct confrontation, insurgents have increased their use of IEDs, which remain one of the most potent and 

efficient weapons. High-profile attacks have also increased, and insurgents have begun to increase terrorist-type 

attacks on “soft targets,” particularly in Kabul. The attacks on the Intercontinental Hotel in June, the British Consul 

in August, and the U.S. Embassy and ISAF Headquarters in September demonstrate the insurgency’s 

determination to attack the national capital in order to achieve strategic effects as they seek to undermine ISAF, 

the ANSF, and the Afghan Government. 

Despite the death of al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden in May, the Taliban’s relationship to al Qaeda continues. 

Although the personal relationship between Taliban leader Mullah 

Mohammad Omar and bin Laden represented one of the most important and influential links between the two 

groups, al Qaeda leadership continues to view the Taliban and the conflict in Afghanistan as integral to the 

organization’s continued relevance and viability. Al Qaeda’s global agenda, however, does come into conflict with 

the Taliban’s domestic and regional goals. 

As a result, the Taliban has publicly sought to distance itself from al Qaeda; following bin Laden’s death, Taliban 

leaders emphasized the indigenous nature of the insurgency and stated the insurgency would not be weakened. 

Al Qaeda’s most significant enabler in Afghanistan remains the Pakistan-based Haqqani Network, which will likely 

leverage this relationship as they continue to seek relevance in Afghanistan. 

As has been the case in many other insurgencies, the Taliban, Haqqani network, and other insurgent groups do not have 

to win direct fights in the field. They can disperse, concentrate on intimidating the population and controlling it, stay safe 

in sanctuaries, use high profile bombings and attacks, attack indirectly by using IEDs and rockets, assassinate key 

figures and kidnap others, tax villages and roads, use narcotics income, work with criminal networks, and go 

underground using reconciliation procedures.  

US and ISAF unclassified reporting sees this as weakness, talks about leaders that stay safe in Pakistan, and the fatigue 

of fighters – all statements made about the Chinese Communisis, Vietcong, Algerian FLN, North Vietnam, Castro’s 

forces, and other successful insurgents in the past. Moreover, the US and ISAF focused on such tactical measures 

during 2003-2008, before the adoption of the new strategy, at a time the Taliban made massive gains in political 

influence even though it suffered serious tactical defeats. 
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The most recent unclassified reporting has also ceased to show areas of insurgent influence and GIRoA control, and 

shows sharply different patterns from both UN reporting and the reporting by the US National Counterterrorism Center, 

which does count some lower level acts of “terrorism.”  

For example, the Secretary General of the UN reported to the Security Council on September 21, 2011 that, both 

violence and casualties had increased in 2011 – an assessment that may be more accurate in reflecting the impact of 

operations on the Afghan people than the tactically oriented counts by ISAF,  

There were fewer security incidents in July (2,605) and August (2,306) than in June (2,626). As at the end of 

August, the average monthly number of incidents for 2011 was 2,108, up 39 per cent compared with the same 

period in 2010. Armed clashes and improvised explosive devices continued to constitute the majority of incidents. 

The south and south-east of the country, particularly around the city of Kandahar, continued to be the focus of 

military activity and accounted for approximately two thirds of total security incidents. 

…There were 9 suicide attacks in July, the third successive monthly decrease from a peak of 17 in April. There 

were 11 suicide attacks in August. As at the end of August, the average monthly number of suicide attacks for 

2011 was 12, a level that was unchanged compared with the same period in 2010. Complex suicide attacks made 

up a greater proportion of the total number of suicide attacks. On average, three such attacks have been carried 

out per month in 2011, a 50 per cent increase compared with the same period in 2010. Insurgents continued to 

launch complex suicide attacks in urban centers, including the attacks on the Intercontinental Hotel in Kabul on 28 

June, on the British Council in Kabul on 19 August, in the vicinity of the United States Embassy in Kabul on 13 

September and on provincial centers, such as the one on Tirin Kot, Uruzgan Province, on 28 July. The focus of 

suicide attacks was no longer southern Afghanistan, the central region currently accounting for 21 per cent of 

such attacks. 

…As in the previous reporting period, insurgents continued to conduct a campaign of intimidation, including 

through the targeted assassination of high ranking Government officials, members of the security forces and 

influential local political and religious leaders. There were 54 incidents in July and 72 in August, killing 89 and 93 

individuals, respectively. The following four high-level persons from southern Afghanistan were killed in July: 

Ahmad Wali Karzai, Head of Kandahar Provincial Council; Hikmatullah Hikmat, Head of Kandahar Ulema Shura; 

Jan Muhammad Khan, Senior Adviser to the President; and Ghulam Haydar Hamidi, Mayor of Kandahar. News of 

the assassinations reverberated across the country, raising concerns for the political stability of the south, given 

the influence exerted by those killed and their ties to the Government in Kabul. 
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…Concerns about the protection of civilians increased with the rise in civilian deaths and injuries. In its mid-year 

report on the protection of civilians for the first six months of 2011, UNAMA documented 1,462 civilian deaths, an 

increase of 15 per cent over the same period in 2010, with anti-Government elements responsible for 80 per cent 

of the deaths, an increase of 28 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. Pro-Government forces were 

responsible for 14 per cent of civilian deaths, a decrease of 9 per cent over the same period in 2010. In 6 per cent 

of cases, the civilian deaths could not be attributed to either party to the conflict. 

From June to August, UNAMA documented 971 civilian deaths and 1,411 injuries, an increase of 5 per cent in 

civilian casualties compared with the same period in 2010. Anti-Government elements were linked to 1,841 civilian 

casualties (77 per cent) and pro-Government forces to 282 (12 per cent). The remaining casualties could not be 

attributed to either party to the conflict.  

The increase can be attributed, in the context of overall intensified fighting, mainly to the use by anti-Government 

elements of landmine-like pressure-plate improvised explosive devices and suicide attacks, in violation of 

international humanitarian law.   

Improvised explosive devices and suicide attacks accounted for 45 per cent of civilian casualties, an increase of 

177 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. In a disturbing development, anti-Government elements 

attacked two hospitals and several mosques, places protected under international law. On 25 June, a suicide 

attack against a hospital in Logar Province killed 25 civilians, including 13 children, and injured 25 others. 

Targeted killings of high-profile Government officials and individuals associated or perceived to be associated with 

the Government and/or ISAF occurred throughout the country... 

Air strikes remained the leading cause of civilian deaths by pro-Government forces, killing 38 civilians in July, the 

highest number recorded in any month since February 2010. The number of civilian deaths from ground combat 

and armed clashes increased by 84 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. UNAMA documented 38 

civilian deaths (7 per cent of all deaths) due to military search operations, a 15 per cent increase over the same 

period in 2010. Civilian casualties from air strikes and night raids continued to generate anger and resentment 

among Afghan communities towards international military forces. 

More recent reporting shows that the insurgents pose a steadily growing threat to movement in Afghanistan. It also 

shows increases in Haqqani and Al Qa’ida death squad activity, and increases in activities like “night letters” and various 

forms of violent intimidation. 
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This does not mean that ISAF and the US are not scoring tactical military gains in key areas, and have not reversed 

insurgent military momentum. Is does mean that there are not enough credible unclassified indicators to show the 

insurgents cannot simply outwait the US and ISAF, as well as GIRoA’s cohesion and funding.  

Colonel Harry Summers once noted in a conversation over the Vietnam War that he had been talking to a North 

Vietnamese officer after the war and had stated to him that the US had won virtually every battle. The Vietnamese officer 

paused, and then said, “Yes, but this was irrelevant.” Afghanistan (and Pakistan) are not going to be won by military 

force alone, and tactical victories can be all too hollow. 

 

Sources:  

• Department of Defense, Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan, October 30, 2011, p. 6. 

• Graphic estimates of the differences in these reports, as well as in estimates of casualties are summarized in a report 

entitled Afghanistan: Violence, Casualties, and Tactical Progress: 2011, which is available on the CSIS web site at: 

http://csis.org/files/publication/111110_AfghanViolence_n_CivCas.pdf  This report shows that estimates of the security 

impact of US and ISAF tactical victories in given areas is very different from the patterns in major attacks. 

• Report of the Secretary General, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security 

UN A/66/369-S/2011/590, September 21, 2011, pp. 1-2, 5-6. 

• See State Department warnings to travelers in December 2011, and Ray Rivera, Sharifullah Sahak, and Eric Schmidt, 

Militants Turn to Death Squads in Afghanistan, New York Times, November 29, 2011, p. A1.  

. 

 

  

 



Tactical Gains, But Uncertain 
Progress in Political Control 

and No Clear  
Progress in “Build” 
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Uncertain Value of Tactical Gains to Date 

• Insurgents do not need to win tactical battles if can outlast US/ISAF in 
battle of political attrition. 

• Pakistani sanctuaries and remote areas in Afghanistan allow forces to 
survive. 

• Decline in tactical activity may simply mean are preserving cadres, 
shifting to operations to control and intimidate population while waiting 
for US and ISAF to leave. 

• Insurgents do not have to be popular, simply more effective than a 
government that lacks popularity, presence, and effectiveness. 

• UN, NCTC, and NGO data indicate that levels of violence, 
assassination, and intimation are rising – something not not measured in 
US/ISAF figures. 

• Very little indication of success in building up successful GIRoA 
presence in key districts that can outlast US and allied departure. 

• Uncertain ability of ANSF to even hold if US and ISAF do not maintain 
forces and PRTs after 2014. 

 

 

 

•  



The War Becomes Real:  
Total Weekly Kinetic Events 7-08 to 9-10 

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, pp.  42 & 53. 

There have been increases in all methods of attacks, except IEDs, which were lower in August 2010 than they were in August 2009, and direct fire (DF) is increasing 

at a higher rate than indirect fire (IDF). This is possibly due to the amount of resources it takes to attack utilizing IDFs versus DF and IEDs. Overall kinetic events are 

up 300 percent since 2007 and up an additional 70 percent since 2009.Total kinetic events increased nearly 55 percent over the previous quarter and 65 percent 

compared to the third quarter, 2009, as Figure 12 below indicates. The overall increase was driven primarily by increased incidents of direct fire. Insurgent-initiated 

attacks also increased this quarter by over 60 percent, and direct fire attacks comprised the majority of this increase. The rise in violence is partly attributable to the 

increase in Coalition Forces and ANSF as well as greater operational tempo. The sharp increase in insurgents’ use of direct f ire attacks may be significant, as it 

suggests capacity limitations for the insurgents. 

13 



ISAF Estimate of Attack Patterns: 2006-9/2011 

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), October 2011, p. 2 14 
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81 + 41 = 122 Too Many Critical Districts?  

COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010 

(81) 

#3 – Hairatan 

#5 - Zaranj 

#2 – Wesh (Chaman) 

#8 – Ghulum Khan 

#1 – Tor Kham 

#6 – Shayr Khan Bandar 

#7 – Torah Ghundey 

#4 – Islam Qal’eh 

Kandahar Central Helmand 

Operational Main Effort 
Kunduz-Baghlan 

Economy of Force 

Paktika, Paktiya, Khost 
and Ghazni 

Nangahar, Kunar, 
Laghman 

Shaping/Supporting Effort 

Badghis-
Ghormach 

Strategic Main Effort: 
Grow the ANSF 



Hold in the /South and Win in the East? 
ISAF Concept of Operations: May 2011 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 55. 

. 

3) Afghanistan’s eastern border with Pakistan, 

where the insurgency continues to benefit from 

neighboring sanctuaries; (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa vs. 

NWFP.) 

 

4) Baghlan and Kunduz, where ISAF is clearing 

insurgent areas of operation; and 

 

 5) Badghis, where ISAF continued expansion of the 

security bubble. 

 

The 2010-2011 Winter Campaign was executed 

within the existing key terrain and area of interest 

strategic framework. To prioritize coalition efforts, 80 

key terrain districts (KTDs) and 41 area of interest 

(AOIs) districts were initially identified with Afghan 

Government agreement. 

 

 Last quarter, the number of KTDs and AOIs was 

revised upward to 94 and 44, respectively, for a total 

of 138.  

 

Key terrain is defined as areas the control of which 

provides a marked advantage to either the 

Government of Afghanistan or the insurgents. AOIs 

are defined similarly, but are of secondary 

importance to KTDs.  

 

They are areas in which ISAF and the ANSF operate 

in order to positively impact KTDs and meet 

operational objectives.  

 

The purpose of KTDs and AOIs is to ensure that 

limited resources are applied to areas where they 

will realize the greatest advantage.. 

During ISAF’s Winter Campaign, operational efforts focused on consolidating the 

gains made against the insurgency in the fall of 2010 in the following critical areas: 

 

 1) the Central Helmand River Valley in RC-SW, where comprehensive civil-

military efforts were aimed at expanding Afghan Government security bubbles 

while bringing improved governance, development, and security to the more than 

500,000 Afghans in the region 

 

 2) Kandahar City and its environs, where the Taliban-led insurgency originated;  



Tactical Gains in 2011, But The Problem of Pakistan 
ISAF Concept of Operations: October 2011 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 62. 

. 

to better prioritize coalition operations, 94 key 

terrain districts (KTD) and 44 area of interest 

districts (AOI) were identified in agreement 

with the Afghan Government. Key terrain is 

defined as areas the control of which provides 

a marked advantage to either the Afghan 

Government or the insurgency. AOI districts, 

though of secondary importance to KTDs, are 

areas in which ISAF and the ANSF operate in 

order to positively shape KTDs to meet 

operational objectives. 

 

After steady improvement in Afghanistan-

Pakistan cooperation in recent reporting 

periods, events during this reporting period 

have put the relationship under significant 

strain, most notably the May 2 U.S. raid in 

Pakistan which led to the death of Osama bin 

Laden. 

  

Despite persistent attempts to improve 

relations by focusing on mutual security 

interests, the relationship deteriorated further 

in late July following several incidents of 

indirect fire from the Pakistani military, 

particularly in Kunar and Nangarhar Provinces. 

ANSF and ISAF forces reported a sharp 

increase in enemy-initiated cross-border 

attacks21 in Paktika, Khost, and Paktia 

Provinces; from January through July 2011, 

enemy-initiated cross-border attacks increased 

more than five-fold compared to the same 

period in 2010. The border situation began to 

improve towards the end of the summer, and 

cross-border attacks subsided throughout 

August and early September, but had begun to 

increase throughout September. 

ISAF’s spring and summer-fall operations focused on consolidating and expanding the gains 

made against the insurgency in the winter campaign of 2010-2011. In particular, ANSF-ISAF 

efforts expanded security in the south through Kandahar and Helmand Provinces, as well as 

in the east from Kabul into surrounding districts and provinces, including Wardak and Logar 

Provinces. Further, operations reinforced and expanded security in Kunduz and Baghlan 

Provinces in the north and Faryab and Baghdis Provinces in the west. Complementing 

conventional military operations throughout the country, U.S. and ISAF Special Operations 

Forces maintained a high operational tempo and continued their strategy of counterterrorism 

network targeting to help expand existing security zones.  

 

ISAF’s operations during the period were executed within the existing key terrain and area of 

interest strategic framework. To ensure that limited resources were applied to areas that 

would realize the greatest advantage and  



Major Security Incidents Drop in 2011 
Monthly Security Incidents (October 2009 – September 2011) 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 74. 

. 

All data reflect data from the Afghanistan Mission Network CIDNE as of September 30, 2011. Security incidents include direct fire, indirect fire, 

surface-to-air fire, and IED events. IED events include IED explosions, IEDs found and ,cleared, mine explosions, and mines found and cleared. 



Fewer Complex, Coordinated Enemy Attacks 
Monthly Complex and Coordinated Attacks (October 2009 – September 2011) 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 77. 

. 

The high-operational tempo has kept the insurgency off-balance during the fighting season, evidenced by the sharp decrease in complex and coordinated attacks this year 

compared to 2010. 

 

The number of complex and coordinated attacks for the last three months of this reporting period was nearly half of that observed in 2010; complex and coordinated attacks 

in the summer fighting season of 2011 were only four percent higher than those reported during the same period 

in 2009. 

 

 In addition to the ongoing ANSF-ISAF conventional operations, persistent, precise Special Operations Forces strikes have removed a number of mid-level insurgent 

leaders, which has severely degraded the insurgency’s capacity and capability to launch deliberately planned complex and coordinated attacks. 



Enemy Initiated Attacks Drop in 2011 
Monthly Enemy-Initiated Attacks (October 2009 – September 2011) 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 75. 

. 

While violence in Afghanistan remains high, 16 of the last 20 weeks in this reporting period, witnessed a decrease in nation-wide enemy-

initiated attacks when compared to the same period in 2010. Through the end of September, enemy-initiated attacks in Afghanistan were five 

percent lower than the same period in 2010. Much of the decrease in attacks is due to significantly less direct fire attacks compared to last year, 

down 40 percent from the same time period last year. All data reflect data from the Afghanistan Mission Network CIDNE as of September 30, 

2011. Security incidents include direct fire, indirect fire, surface-to-air fire, and IED events. IED events include IED explosions, IEDs found and 

,cleared, mine explosions, and mines found and cleared. 



The Most Striking Tactical Gains Are in the South 
Security Incidents by Regional Command (April 2011 – September 2011) 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 76. 

. 

As a result of ANSF-ISAF 

operations, violence in RC-SW 

continues to decrease, 

particularly in central Helmand 

Province, which was the first 

area to receive surge forces last 

year. In the districts of Marjeh, 

Nad ‘Ali, and Garm Ser, violence 

during the summer fighting 

season dropped by 

approximately 70 percent in 

comparison to the same period 

last year. 

 

Violence in RC-SW during the 

last three months of the 

reporting period was 27 percent 

lower 

than last year at this time, and 

continues to drop. Violence 

levels in RC-S appear to be 

following a similar pattern to RC-

SW, likely reflecting the later 

flow of surge troops into the 

region.  

 

These trends, however, remain 

nascent. Violence in RC-E 

remains 16 percent higher for 

the summer fighting season 

compared to 2010, with the most 

notable changes in the 

provinces of Ghazni (11 percent 

increase in violence), Logar (76 

percent increase), and Wardak 

(19 percent increase) due to 

ongoing clearanceoperations. 

The availability of safe havens in 

Pakistan has enabled this 

increase in violence, and 

violence levels are expected to 

remain high throughout the 

remainder of 2011. More than 68 

percent of nationwide indirect 

fire attacks are reported in RC-E. 



More Caches Found 
Caches Found (October 2009 – September 2011) 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 79. 

. 

After a significant increase in weapons cache discoveries from October 2010 to March 2011, finds decreased during the reporting period. 

This is likely due to a combination of the cyclical nature of cache creation, reduction in insurgent supplies, last fall’s expansion of ANSF-

ISAF operations into previously-held insurgent areas increasing find rates, and insurgents adjusting their tactics by reducing cache sizes 

and moving into unpatrolled areas. Regardless, the high rate of cache finds will continue to impair insurgents’ ability to initiate violence. 



But, IED Activity Does Not Decrease 
Monthly IED and Mine Explosions 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 76. 

. 

The insurgency increased their use of IEDs during the reporting period, as IEDs are an efficient 

and effective weapon to target ANSF-ISAF operations and to avoid decisive engagement in order to preserve rank-and-file fighters. Year-to-date IED figures for 2011 

indicate that IED activity has increased by 22 percent compared to 2010. 

 

Despite the increase in IED activity, however, IED strikes increased only five percent during the period of January – September when compared to the same period in the 

previous year. The smaller increase in IED strikes relative to IED activity is attributable to a much greater increase in IEDs found and cleared without explosion; 55 percent of 

planted IEDs were found and clearedduring this year’s fighting season, up 10 percent from last year.  

 

This improvement is a result of the increase in assistance from the local Afghan population. Tips reported by Afghan civilians have increased nearly three-fold since last 

year, especially in regions where security gains have been reinforced with effective governance and stabilizing development efforts. The overall improvement of the ANSF, 

particularly in counter-IED capabilities, has also contributed to the increase in the IED found-and-cleared rate. 
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Sources: JIEDO. Annual Report, 2010, p. 6.  

The volume of IED use increased significantly from FY 2009, alongside an increased CF operational 

tempo. Despite this increased volume of attacks, efficacy rates remained steady in the last half of 

FY 2010 as seen above. Decreased severity of IED events, combined with other operational factors 

led to a decreasing rate of U.S. personnel killed in action (KIA) per effective IED attack. Non-U.S. 

CF KIA per effective attack remained constant. Afghan insurgents continue to rely predominantly on victim-operated IEDs 

(VOIEDs) and command wire IEDs employing simple, yet effective technologies and designs often used with large net 

explosive weight charges. The incorporation of HME and other block explosives into IEDs continued 

to be the most significant IED threat to CF in Afghanistan. Insurgents also continued elevated 

targeting rates of dismounted forces due to the increase of dismounted operations by CF forces in 

support of counterinsurgency (COIN) operations. 
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UN Estimates of Violence Differ 

The Secretary General of the UN reported to the Security Council on September 21, 2011 that, both violence and casualties had 

increased in 2011 – an assessment that may be more accurate in reflecting the impact of operations on the Afghan people than the 

tactically oriented counts by ISAF,  

 

“There were fewer security incidents in July (2,605) and August (2,306) than in June (2,626). As at the end of August, the average 

monthly number of incidents for 2011 was 2,108, up 39 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. Armed clashes and 

improvised explosive devices continued to constitute the majority of incidents. The south and south-east of the country, particularly 

around the city of Kandahar, continued to be the focus of military activity and accounted for approximately two thirds of total security 

incidents. 

 

…There were 9 suicide attacks in July, the third successive monthly decrease from a peak of 17 in April. There were 11 suicide 

attacks in August. As at the end of August, the average monthly number of suicide attacks for 2011 was 12, a level that was 

unchanged compared with the same period in 2010. Complex suicide attacks made up a greater proportion of the total number of 

suicide attacks. On average, three such attacks have been carried out per month in 2011, a 50 per cent increase compared with the 

same period in 2010. Insurgents continued to launch complex suicide attacks in urban centers, including the attacks on the 

Intercontinental Hotel in Kabul on 28 June, on the British Council in Kabul on 19 August, in the vicinity of the United States 

Embassy in Kabul on 13 September and on provincial centers, such as the one on Tirin Kot, Uruzgan Province, on 28 July. The 

focus of suicide attacks was no longer southern Afghanistan, the central region currently accounting for 21 per cent of such attacks. 

 

…As in the previous reporting period, insurgents continued to conduct a campaign of intimidation, including through the targeted 

assassination of high ranking Government officials, members of the security forces and influential local political and religious 

leaders. There were 54 incidents in July and 72 in August, killing 89 and 93 individuals, respectively. The following four high-level 

persons from southern Afghanistan were killed in July: Ahmad Wali Karzai, Head of Kandahar Provincial Council; Hikmatullah 

Hikmat, Head of Kandahar Ulema Shura; Jan Muhammad Khan, Senior Adviser to the President; and Ghulam Haydar Hamidi, 

Mayor of Kandahar. News of the assassinations reverberated across the country, raising concerns for the political stability of the 

south, given the influence exerted by those killed and their ties to the Government in Kabul.” 

 

Report of the Secretary General, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security UN A/66/369-

S/2011/590, September 21, 2011, pp. 1-2, 5-6. 

 

 

 

•  



Source: Afghan NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Report, Q.2. 2011, http://www.afgnso.org/.   
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• Insurgent attacks up 42% in first six months of 2011 versus first six months of 

2010 

• . 

• Peak of 1680 in 2nd quarter 2011 versus 1093 in 2009 (+119%) and 1541 in 2010 

(+42%). 

 

• Rise in 2nd quarter  of 2011 versus 2010 is: 

• +113% RC North 

• -33% in RC Capital 

• + 86% in RC East 

• + 94% in RC South 

• +362% in RC Southwest 

• +44% in RC West 

• Country-wide attack pattern up from 19.6 incidents to 40.9 per day. 

 

• Rise 59% over 2nd quarter of 2008 vs. -2009, 55% over 2nd quarter of  2009 vs. 

2010, and 42% over 2nd quarters of 2010 vs. 2011. 

 

• Major rise in general insecurity of provinces and districts for NGOs. 

• Attacks shifting out of south and to North and East. 

• NGO abductions up 85% 

ANSO Estimate of Insurgent Attack Patterns 

Show Sharp Rise in 2011: 2Q2010 vs. 2Q/2011 

http://www.afgnso.org/
http://www.afgnso.org/
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US NCTC Counts of Acts of Intimidation and Lower Level 
Violence are Not Current, but Have Long Shown Different 

and Rising Trends of Violence 

Other US data show a sharp rise in the number of 

assassinations of Afghan leaders, security personnel, 

and civilians. This is a key indicator insurgents have 

shifted from confront US/ISAF/ANSF to a focus on 

terror and intimidation to control the population 
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UN Warnings About Civilian Casualties 

The Secretary General of the UN reported to the Security Council on September 21, 2011 that, 

 

“…Concerns about the protection of civilians increased with the rise in civilian deaths and injuries. In its mid-year report 

on the protection of civilians for the first six months of 2011, UNAMA documented 1,462 civilian deaths, an increase of 15 

per cent over the same period in 2010, with anti-Government elements responsible for 80 per cent of the deaths, an 

increase of 28 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. Pro-Government forces were responsible for 14 per 

cent of civilian deaths, a decrease of 9 per cent over the same period in 2010. In 6 per cent of cases, the civilian deaths 

could not be attributed to either party to the conflict. 

 

From June to August, UNAMA documented 971 civilian deaths and 1,411 injuries, an increase of 5 per cent in civilian 

casualties compared with the same period in 2010. Anti-Government elements were linked to 1,841 civilian casualties 

(77 per cent) and pro-Government forces to 282 (12 per cent). The remaining casualties could not be attributed to either 

party to the conflict.  

The increase can be attributed, in the context of overall intensified fighting, mainly to the use by anti-Government 

elements of landmine-like pressure-plate improvised explosive devices and suicide attacks, in violation of international 

humanitarian law.   

Improvised explosive devices and suicide attacks accounted for 45 per cent of civilian casualties, an increase of 177 per 

cent compared with the same period in 2010. In a disturbing development, anti-Government elements attacked two 

hospitals and several mosques, places protected under international law. On 25 June, a suicide attack against a hospital 

in Logar Province killed 25 civilians, including 13 children, and injured 25 others. Targeted killings of high-profile 

Government officials and individuals associated or perceived to be associated with the Government and/or ISAF 

occurred throughout the country... 

 

Air strikes remained the leading cause of civilian deaths by pro-Government forces, killing 38 civilians in July, the highest 

number recorded in any month since February 2010. The number of civilian deaths from ground combat and armed 

clashes increased by 84 per cent compared with the same period in 2010. UNAMA documented 38 civilian deaths (7 per 

cent of all deaths) due to military search operations, a 15 per cent increase over the same period in 2010. Civilian 

casualties from air strikes and night raids continued to generate anger and resentment among Afghan communities 

towards international military forces. 
 
Report of the Secretary General, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security UN A/66/369-S/2011/590, September 21, 

2011, pp. 1-2, 5-6. 

 

 

 

•  



Casualties: Rising Even if 
Significant Acts of Violence 

are Dropping? 
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Critical Impact of Civilian Casualties 

 ISAF, May 2010  
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Civilian Casualties vs. Security Incidents: 2009-2010 

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, p.  55. 

The trend line for 2010 in the figure below manifests a decreasing trend in ISAF caused civilian casualties during a sample 12-week period, 

compared to the same time period during 2009. ISAF and coalition forces have experienced a reduction in civilian casualties in spite of a spike in 

total violence during the summer fighting season. Insurgent-caused CIVCAS increased during the summer months, in line with the seasonal 

violence trends. Figure 15 illustrates the total number of ISAF-caused civilian casualties during this reporting period. The drop in CIVCAS 

compared to last year is attributable to both ISAF and insurgents. Insurgent-caused CIVCAS from direct fire doubled during the second half of the 

reporting period compared to 2009, which is likely due to insurgent shift in TTPs to a much greater use of direct fire. 
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ISAF and US Estimates Show No Decline in Insurgent 
Impact on Civilian Casualties 

Monthly Civilians Wounded or Killed by ISAF or Insurgents (October 2009 – September 2011 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 73. 

. 

Previous trends in civilian casualties continued during this reporting period, with civilians primarily being killed and wounded by insurgent-emplaced IEDs. From January to 

September 2011, the insurgency caused 80 percent of civilian casualties. Of the year-to-date civilian casualties caused by insurgents, more than 70 percent were caused by 

IEDs. ISAF-caused civilian casualties from January to September 2011 remain unchanged from the same period in 2010, despite a significant increase in ISAF operations. 



Afghan Civilian Casualties – 2007-15.11.2011 

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 16.11.2011. 
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Reporting on casualties of Afghans did not 

begin until 2007, and a variety of entities 

now report 

the casualties of civilians and security forces 

members. The United Nations Assistance 

Mission to 

Afghanistan (UNAMA) reports casualty data 

of Afghan civilians semiannually, and the 

U.S. 

Department of Defense occasionally 

includes civilian casualty figures within its 

reports on 

Afghanistan. The Afghanistan Independent 

Human Rights Commission, 

http://www.aihrc.org.af/ 

2010_eng/, and the Afghan Rights Monitor, 

http://www.arm.org.af/, are local watchdog 

organizations that periodically publish 

reports regarding civilian casualties. From 

July 2009 

through April 2010, the Special Inspector 

General for Afghanistan Reconstruction 

(SIGAR) 

included statistics of casualties of members 

of the Afghan National Army and Afghan 

National 

Police in its quarterly reports to Congress. 

SIGAR has ceased this practice, and there 

is no other 

published compilation of these statistics. 

This report now derives casualty figures of 

Afghan 

soldiers and police from the press accounts 

of the Reuters “Factbox: Security 

Developments in 

Afghanistan” series, the Pajhwok Afghan 

News agency, Daily Outlook Afghanistan 

from Kabul, 

and the AfPak Channel Daily Brief. These 

services attribute their reported information 

to officials 

of the NATO-led ISAF or local Afghan 

officials. Pajhwok Afghan News frequently 

concludes its 

accounts with statements from 

representatives of the Taliban; however, 

these figures are not 

included in this report. 



Afghan Military Casualties – 2007-30.11.2010 

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 16.11.2011 
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ANSF Casualties by Province: 4-1 to 6-30 2010 
 

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 53 
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UNAMA Estimate of Civilian Casualties - 8.2010 
 Rise in insurgent attacks has led to a 31 per cent increase in the number of civilians killed in Afghanistan in the first six 

months of 2010 compared with the same period in 2009. 

 The total number of civilian casualties in the first six months of 2010, according to (UNAMA), is 3,268 – including 1,271 

deaths and 1,997 injuries.  

 Of the total number of casualties, 2,477 were attributed to anti-government elements (AGEs), representing 76 per cent 

of all casualties, up 53 per cent from 2009,  

o 386 were attributed to pro-government forces (PGF) activities, representing 12 per cent of all casualties, down 

from 30 per cent in 2009.  

o The number of children killed or injured has risen 55 per cent, along with 6 per cent more women, over the 

same period in 2009.  

 The report also noted a 30 per cent drop in the number of casualties attributed to PGF during the reporting period, 

which it said is driven by a 64 per cent decline in deaths and injuries caused by aerial attacks.  

 UNAMA identified two major developments that increased harm to civilians in the first six months of 2010 compared 

to 2009. 

o First, anti-government elements used a greater number of larger and more sophisticated improvised explosive 

devices (IEDs) throughout the country.  

o Secondly, the number of civilians assassinated and executed by AGEs rose by more than 95 per cent and 

included public executions of children.  

 The report stated that aerial attacks by the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) remained the most harmful 

tactic used by pro-government forces, causing 69 of the 223 civilian deaths attributed to PGF in the first six months of 

2010 (31 per cent) and injuring 45 Afghan civilians.  

o However, it added, civilian deaths caused by PGF aerial attacks decreased 64 per cent from the same period in 

2009, reflecting growing implementation of ISAF’s July 2009 Tactical Directive regulating the use of air strikes 

and other measures to reduce civilian casualties.  

 Civilian casualties increased the most in southern Afghanistan in the first six months of 2010, with over half of 

assassinations and executions occurring there.  

Source: UNAMA 10.8.10 
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UNAMA Estimate of Civilian Casualties – 7.2011 

· Number of civilians killed in the Afghan war rose 15 per cent in the first half of 2011: “As 
the conflict intensified in the traditional fighting areas of the south and southeast and 
moved to districts in the west and north, civilians experienced a downward spiral in 
protection,” 

· Insurgents accounted for 80 per cent of all deaths and NATO/ISAF forces were 
responsible for 14 per cent of killings, with half of all casualties caused by air attacks – 
largely by attack helicopter strikes. 

· … “documented 1,462 civilian deaths in the first six months of 2011, an increase of 15 per 
cent over the same period in 2010.” 

· 2,777 civilians died in 2010, 1,271 in first six months of 2010. 

· Civilian deaths from improvised explosives devices (IEDs) increased 17 per cent 
compared to first six months in 2010, and were the major cause of civilian deaths. 

· Assassinations and targeted killings of Afghan security and government personnel roses 
to with 190 killings versus 181 in the first six months of 2010. 

· Taliban and insurgency caused casualties rose 28 per cent on last year. 

· Night raids by US-led forces mounted were responsible for roughly  accounted for two 
per cent of civilian deaths, slightly lower than in first six moths of 2010 “However, 
resentment regarding these raids grew among the Afghan population…Violent 
demonstrations sometimes followed night raids and led to deaths and injuries of 
civilians…” 

Source: UNAMA, July 12, 2011; Dawn.comWorld; http://www.dawn.com/2011/07/14/afghan-civilian-deaths-up-15-per-cent-in-first-
half-of-2011-un.html 
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Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4 2010, 
http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 14.  

Page 14 ANSO QUARTERLY DATA REP ORT  

3 . 4  C o n f l i c t  R e l a t e d  F a t a l i t i e s  

Conflict related civilian fatalities grew by 18% this year

(above left), to a total of 2,428 persons killed, with 17% caused by IMF and 83% caused by AOG. The lead

ing cause of death was roadside IED strikes (below) with 820 people dying this way, 58% of them in the

Southern provinces. This reflects the increased volume of �pressure plate�(VOIED) devices utilized as AOG

sought stand off strike capability against overwhelming IMF numbers. The IMF have succeeded in reducing

both the volume and percentage of fatalities caused by them, although IMF airstrikes killed a comparable

number to AOG suicide attacks. Within the security forces*, the ANP still account for the majority of fatali

ties (above right) with a roughly 5:1 ratio against ANA/IMF deaths. (*ANSO�s ANSF/IMF fatality figures indicative only)
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ANSO: Leading causes of civilian collateral fatality, 2010

Conflict related civilian fatalities grew by 18% 

this year (above left), to a total of 2,428 persons 

killed, with 17% caused by IMF and 83% caused 

by AOG. The lead‐ ing cause of death was 

roadside IED strikes (below) with 820 people 

dying this way, 58% of them in the Southern 

provinces. This reflects the increased volume of 

‘pressure plate’ (VOIED) devices utilized as AOG 

sought stand‐off strike capability against 

overwhelming IMF numbers. The IMF have 

succeeded in reducing both the volume and 

percentage of fatalities caused by them, 

although IMF airstrikes killed a comparable 

number to AOG suicide attacks. Within the 

security forces*, the ANP still account for the 

majority of fatali‐ ties (above right) with a roughly 

5:1 ratio against ANA/IMF deaths.  
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ANSO Patterns in Afghan Casualties: 2008-2010 

http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO Quarterly Data Report (Q4 2010).pdf


Coalition KIAs : 2001-12/1/2011 

Source: Icasualties http://www.icasualties.org/oef/, 15.12.2011 39 

http://www.icasualties.org/oef/
http://www.icasualties.org/oef/


Coalition KIAs: By Province as of 12/1/2011 

Source: Icasualties http://www.icasualties.org/oef/, 16.12.2011 40 

http://www.icasualties.org/oef/
http://www.icasualties.org/oef/
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Coalition Forces Killed in Action 

41 
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Coalition Forces Wounded in Action 
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Allied Casualties in Afghanistan – 16.11.2010 

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 16.11.2011. 
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Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 16.11.2011 

US Combat Casualties in Afghanistan: 2001-11/2011 
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Source: US  Department of  Defense, Defenselink, 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCoQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.defense.gov%2Fnews%2Fcasualty.

pdf&ei=hA_qTvqJGOnu0gHcvbnGCQ&usg=AFQjCNF0wJt9H5eQQ8AryFnCQ1FbzF1OAQ  

US Total War Casualties: 2001-2011 

OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM includes 

casualties that occurred between March 19, 

2003, and 

August 31, 2010, in the Arabian Sea, 

Bahrain, Gulf of Aden, Gulf of Oman, Iraq, 

Kuwait, Oman, 

Persian Gulf, Qatar, Red Sea, Saudi Arabia, 

and United Arab Emirates. Prior to March 

19, 2003, 

casualties in these countries were 

considered OEF. Personnel injured in OIF 

who die after 1 

September 2010 will be included in OIF 

statistics. 

 

OPERATION NEW DAWN includes 

casualties that occurred on or after 

September 1, 2010 in 

the Arabian Sea, Bahrain, Gulf of Aden, Gulf 

of Oman, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Persian Gulf, 

Qatar, 

Red Sea, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab 

Emirates. 

 

OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM 

(Afghanistan only), includes casualties that 

occurred in 

Afghanistan only. 

 

OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM 

(Other Locations), includes casualties that 

occurred in 

Guantanamo Bay (Cuba), Djibouti, Eritrea, 

Ethiopia, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, 

Pakistan, 

Philippines, Seychelles, Sudan, Tajikistan, 

Turkey, Uzbekistan, and Yemen. 



JEIIDO Estimate of US IED Casualties in Afghanistan: 

2005-2010 

Source: JEIIDO, 26.1.2001 and Washington Post, 26.1.11, pp. A1 & A12 
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Uncertain Ability to Maintain 
Tactical Momentum and 

Implement Current Strategy 
with Coming Force Cuts 
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Mission Improbable: ISAF Goals for Stable 
Areas  by March 2012 Before President’s July 

Reduction Announcement  

48 Source: ISAF and Center for a New American Security, June 2011 



Mission Possible? ISAF Goals for Stable Areas  by End 2012 
After President’s July Force Reduction Announcement  

49 Source: ISAF , December 2011 



DoD April 2011` Estimate of Insurgent Goals for 2011 

50 Source: Department of Defense, Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan, April 2011, p. 55  



Insurgent Focus Areas: Mid-2011 

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), October 2011, p. 60 51 



ISAF Estimate of State of Insurgency: End 2011 

52 Source: ISAF , December 2011; EIA=Enemy Initiated Attacks, Green is percentage down; red is percentage up. 

EIA = Enemy Initiaied 

Attacks 

Note: DIA 

estimates 

national average 

for attacks is 

down 3%; less 

than half the 8% 

drop reported by 

ISAF 
 

Complex EIA attacks 

have dropped more 

sharply in 2011 than 

total attacks. 



ISAF Estimate of Insurgent Goals for 2012 

53 Source: ISAF , December 2011 



ISAF Overall Plan for Transition to ANSF 

54 Source: ISAF , November 2011 
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Why Continued ISAF Tactical Success Might Not Matter 

 Coming troop cuts: DoD  reports that, “during the reporting period, President Obama announced that recent security progress and the increasing capacity and 

capability of the ANSF have allowed for the recovery of U.S. surge forces. Ten thousand U.S. troops will be redeployed by the end of the 2011, and the entire 

surge force of 33,000 personnel will be recovered by the end of September 2012. Approximately 68,000 U.S. troops will remain in Afghanistan after September 

2012, but no further details of the cuts are available until the deadline of removing all troops by the end of 2014. ISAF is currently developing a recommendation 

for future force levels. Although force levels will gradually decrease, the United States remains committed to the long-term security and stability of Afghanistan, 

and negotiations are progressing on a long-term strategic partnership between the United States and Afghanistan.” US troop cuts are no longer “conditions-

based; they effectively are open ended. They also are being accompanied by allied troop cuts. 

 

Sanctuary in Pakistan: After more than 10 years, the US has yet to show that it can persuade Pakistan to give up its influence over the Taliban, Haqqani 

network, and other insurgent groups, and to stop using them as potential tools to secure its own influence in Afghanistan and counter India. This is a critical 

failure. As the DoD report notes, “Although security continues to improve, the insurgency’s safe havens in Pakistan, as well as the limited capacity of the Afghan 

Government, remain the biggest risks to the process of turning security gains into a durable, stable Afghanistan. The insurgency remains resilient, benefitting 

from safe havens inside Pakistan, with a notable operational capacity, as reflected in isolated high-profile attacks and elevated violence levels in eastern 

Afghanistan.” 

 

Sustain Victory in the South and Winning in the East: The levels of US and ISAF forces were significantly lower than was requested in shaping the new 

strategy, and are dropping sharply. It is far from clear that there will be enough ISAF troops to both hold on to gains in the south and make the needed gains in 

the east and the rest of Afghanistan that are called for in the current strategy . This could leave Afghanistan vulnerable along the border where the insurgency 

now is strongest, and the DoD report notes that, “The security situation in Regional Command East, however, remains tenuous. Cross-border incidents have 

risen during the reporting period as a result of the sanctuary and support that the insurgency receives from Pakistan. In Regional Command Capital, the ANSF 

has established a layered defense system in and around Kabul, which has resulted in improved security, and the ANSF continues to respond effectively to 

threats and attacks. Nevertheless, Kabul continues to face persistent threats, particularly in the form of high-profile attacks and assassinations. 

 

The ANA development effort is being rushed, funding is being cut, there are trainer and partner shortfalls, and the end result may be unsustainable. 

The ANSF is making progress, particularly the ANA. There are sharp differences, however, as to how much progress is really being made, and no agreed plan 

as yet exists for shaping and full force development through 2014 or afterwards. Major cuts have already been made in future near term funding. There are 

important ethnic differences in the ANA that could affect its future loyalties, and there are serious problems with loyalty to powerbrokers, corruption, and in 

leadership. These could all be corrected with time, the needed number of foreign trainers and partners, and adequate funds – but none may be available at the 

levels and duration required. The total current revenue generating capability of the Afghan government is also only about one-sixth of the US and allied spending 

on the ANSF in 2011. ISAF and NTM-A reporting sharply downplays these problems, but they are all too real. 

 

The ANSF will not be ready until 2016, and will then have very limited combat and IS&R capability. The ANP development effort is being rushed, 

funding is being cut, there are far greater trainer and partner shortfalls, and the ANP are not supported by an effective rule of law in terms of courts, 

detention and the rest of the legal system. The most effective element, the ANCOP, have an unacceptable attrition rate. Other police units have major 

problems with leadership corruption, and loyalties to local power brokers. The border police are particularly corrupt. The Afghan Local Police work as long as 

they are supported by large elements of Special Forces, but these forces are not large enough to meet current expansion goals, and it is unclear what will 

happen when SOF advisors leave. 

 

Future year cuts in funding, equipment, trainers, and aid in sustainability could easily repeat the problems that occurred in Vietnam. Until mid-2011, 

plans called for levels of aid through 2024 that now may not be provided through 2015. 
 

. 
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Different US/ISAF vs. Pakistani Strategic goals: 
  
-- Focus on Afghanistan vs. focus on India:  Secure and Stable Afghanistan vs. 

Strategic depth Against India. 
. 
-- Defeat Afghan insurgents vs. use them to gain influence, and dominate at least 
Pashtun areas 
. 
--Reconciliation that serves Afghan interests vs. enhances Pakistani influence. 
 
--Strategic partner vs. use limited cooperation and access to LOCs to gain aid 
and influence until US and ISAF leave. 
 
--Develop Afghan economy and governance to create stable and secure 
Afghanistan tied to regional economy vs.  develop Pakistan’s internal economy 
in other ways and secure border and influence over Afghanistan. 

56 

The Pakistan Challenge 



The First of Two Key Pakistani Challenges: Insurgent 
Operating Areas and Sanctuaries 

57 Source: ISAF , December 2011 



The Second of Two Key Pakistani Challenges: Access to Lines 
of Supply, Especially Transit of Weapons and Ammunition 

58 Source: ISAF , December 2011 
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DoD’s Assessment of Sanctuaries in Pakistan 

Safe havens in Pakistan remain the insurgency’s greatest enabler and have taken on increased significance as ANSF-ISAF 

operations continue to clear key insurgent safe havens in Afghanistan. Safe havens in Pakistan, which directly support insurgent 

operations in Afghanistan, have grown more virulent during the reporting period, and represent the most significant risk to ISAF’s 

campaign. 

 

The majority of insurgent fighters and commanders operate in or near their home districts, and low-level insurgent fighters are often 

well-integrated into the local population. Out-of-area fighters comprise a relatively small portion of the insurgency; typically a source 

of technical expertise, these fighters tend to be more ideological in nature and less tolerant of local norms.  

 

Taliban senior leaders remain capable of providing strategic guidance to the broader insurgency and channeling resources to 

support their operational priorities. Pakistan-based senior leaders exercise varying degrees of command and control over the 

generally decentralized and local Afghan insurgency. Within Afghanistan, leadership structures vary by province. In general, the 

insurgency is led by a shadow governor and a military commander at the provincial level, who oversee district-level shadow 

governors and lower-level military commanders. Due to the success of ISAF and ANSF operations, particularly in the key provinces 

of Helmand and Kandahar, the insurgency continues to adapt its tactics, techniques, and procedures. To preserve resources and 

avoid direct confrontation, insurgents have increased their use of IEDs, which remain one of the most potent and efficient weapons. 

High-profile attacks have also increased, and insurgents have begun to increase terrorist-type attacks on “soft targets,” particularly 

in Kabul. The attacks on the Intercontinental Hotel in June, the British Consul in August, and the U.S. Embassy and ISAF 

Headquarters in September demonstrate the insurgency’s determination to attack the national capital in order to achieve strategic 

effects as they seek to undermine ISAF, the ANSF, and the Afghan Government. 

 

Despite the death of al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden in May, the Taliban’s relationship to al Qaeda continues. Although the 

personal relationship between Taliban leader Mullah 

Mohammad Omar and bin Laden represented one of the most important and influential links between the two groups, al Qaeda 

leadership continues to view the Taliban and the conflict in Afghanistan as integral to the organization’s continued relevance and 

viability. Al Qaeda’s global agenda, however, does come into conflict with the Taliban’s domestic and regional goals. 

 

As a result, the Taliban has publicly sought to distance itself from al Qaeda; following bin Laden’s death, Taliban leaders 

emphasized the indigenous nature of the insurgency and stated the insurgency would not be weakened. Al Qaeda’s most 

significant enabler in Afghanistan remains the Pakistan-based Haqqani Network, which will likely leverage this relationship as they 

continue to seek relevance in Afghanistan. 

 
 

Source: Department of Defense, Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan, October 30, 2011, p. 6.  
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 Introduction 

 

 

Whatever happens after 2014, the primary weight of international action during transition in Afghanistan and Pakistan 

will fall upon the US, individual European states, and major outside aid donors – and do so at a time they all face 

economic crises that seem unlikely to end before 2014.  

In practice, the US has been the dominant supplier of military spending, although though no reliable estimates exist of 

either how much US military spending has actually been in Afghanistan, or of the spending of other ISAF countries. 

Similar uncertainties exist regarding the size and flow of international aid, particularly because the key UN agency that 

is supposed to coordinate aid – UNAMA -- has consistently failed in this aspect of its mission and has never published a 

meaningful report on the size, status, and effectiveness international aid during its nearly ten years of existence.  

The figures in this analysis  do, however, provide some useful insights into the relative flow of aid to both the Afghan 

national security forces and Afghan governance and the Afghan economy. It is clear that US military spending accounts 

for the vast majority of such spending, that the US has overwhelmingly dominated the flow of aid and has been the only 

member of NATO/ISAF actively involved in Pakistan and the major donor of aid to that country. 

The data in Figure 1 also show why it is the US role during “transition” – and the level of US spending -- that will define 

the role of the West, although key European states will also play a role in shaping the pace of reductions in troops, 

military spending, and aid. Yet, these are only part of the costs involved. 

The Afghan War has cost the US and its allies over 2,700 dead and well over 18,000 wounded. There are no reliable 

estimates of total Afghan casualties since 2001, but some estimates put direct deaths at around 18,000 and indirect 

deaths at another 3,200-20,000.  And the war is far from over. 

As has been touched upon earlier, the Congressional Research Service estimates that the dollar cost of the war to the 

US alone is over $557 billion through FY2012, and SIGAR estimates that the US and its allies will have spent some $73 

billion on aid – much of it again with little lasting benefit. Similar cost estimates are lacking for Pakistan, but Pakistan 

has taken significant casualties and had significant US aid. 

 It is time for realpolitik and not hope and yet another round of good intentions. 

The US and Europe in “Transition” 

It is all very well for senior US officials to discuss “fight, talk, and build,” and for creating a successful transition before 

the US and ISAF allies withdraw virtually all of their combat troops and make massive cuts in the flow of outside money 

to Afghanistan. The US, however, has yet to present a credible detailed plan for transition that shows the US and its ----

--------------------------- 
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allies can achieve some form of stable strategic outcome in Afghanistan that even approaches the outcome of the Iraq 

War.  

Far too many US and European actions have begun to look like a cover for an exit strategy from Afghanistan, and the 

US has never provided a credible set of goals – indeed any goals at all – for the strategic outcome it wants in Pakistan. 

Unless the US does far more to show it can execute a transition that has lasting strategic benefits in Afghanistan and 

Pakistan well after 2014, it is all too likely to repeat the tragedy of its withdrawal from Vietnam. 

Such a strategic failure may not mean outright defeat, but this is possible. It is far from clear that the Taliban and other 

insurgents will win control of the country, that Afghanistan will plunge into another round of civil war, or that Afghanistan 

and Pakistan will see the rebirth of Al Qaida or any other major Islamist extremist or terrorist threat.  

Some form of success (or limited failure) may still be possible, but any discussion of the role of the “great powers” must 

focus on four areas where the US and it European allies face major challenges in creating a successful transition: 

• Strategic failure? The US has not shown that it can bring enough of the elements required for Afghan security and 

stability to create more than a marginal possibility that Afghanistan will have a successful transition by 2014 or at any 

time in the near future. It has never announced any plan that would make this possible. It has no strategic plans or 

clearly defined goals for Pakistan, although it has far more strategic importance than Afghanistan. 

• Tactical Success? The very real gains the US and ISAF have made in the south may not be possible to hold if the US 

move forces east, and the US and ISAF are cutting forces so quickly that it is doubtful they can achieve the goals 

that ISAF set for 2012. ANSF development is being rushed forward as future resources are being cut, and it is far 

from clear that the insurgents cannot outwait the US and ISAF and win a war of political attrition without having to win 

tactical battles in the field. The ISAF focus on significant acts of violence is a questionable approach to assessing 

both tactical and strategic progress, and ANSF transition has to date but little more than political symbolism. 

• Talk Without Hope: It is far from clear that any major insurgent faction feels it is either losing or cannot outwait US 

and allied withdrawal, or that Pakistan will ever seriously attempt to put an end to insurgent sanctuaries in Pakistan. 

If insurgents do chose to negotiate it may well be because they feel the US, allied, and GIRoA position is becoming 

so weak they can use diplomacy as a form of war by other means and speed their victory through deception and US, 

allied, and GIRoA concessions. They have already used similar tactics in Helmand and Pakistan, and Nepal and 

Cambodia are warnings that “talk” may do little more than cover an exit.  
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• Spend Not Build? The latest Department of Defense and SIGAR reports do little to indicate that US and allied efforts 

to improve the quality of government, the rule of law, representative democracy, and economic development are 

making anything like the needed level of progress. They are a warning that Afghanistan and the Afghan government 

may face a massive recession as funding is cut, and the dreams of options like mining income and a “new Silk road” 

are little more than a triumph of hope over credible expectations. Once again, the very real progress being made in 

the development of the ANSF is being rushed as future funding is being cut, and it is unclear that current gains will 

be sustained or that the US has sufficient time left in which to find credible answers to these questions, and build 

Congressional, domestic, and allied support to begin implementing them. The US is now entering the 11th year of a 

war for which it seems to have no clear plans and no clear strategic goals. The new strategy that President Obama 

outlined in 2009 is now in tatters.  

And, there is always the issue of Pakistan. There are no obvious prospects for stable relations with Pakistan or for 

getting more Pakistani support. The Karzai government barely functions, and new elections must come in 2014 – the 

year combat forces are supposed to leave.  US and allied troop levels are dropping to critical levels. No one knows 

what presence – if any -- would stay after 2014. Progress is taking place in creating an Afghan army, but without a 

functioning state to defend the ANSF could fragment. Far less progress is taking place in creating the police and a 

justice system. Massive aid to Afghanistan has produced far too few tangible results, and the Afghan economy is likely 

to go into a depression in 2014 in the face of massive aid and spending cut that will cripple both the economy and 

Afghan forces. 

The Factors That Should Shape the US, European, and Other Donor Approach to Transition 

As Iraq and Vietnam have made brutally clear, strategic success is not determined by military victory. It is determined 

by whether the war produces lasting strategic benefits. In cases where the war is largely optional – at least in the sense 

the nation’s future is not at risk – the issue is one of cost-benefits as well. Does the outcome justify the cost? Would 

other investments in blood and money – or more effective and less costly prosecution of the war -- produce more 

strategic benefits?  

The Lack of Meaningful Strategic Goals for the War 

Neither President Bush nor President Obama – nor any other senior US official or commander – has truly addressed 

how the US and its allies can achieve a lasting favorable strategic outcome from the Afghan/Pakistan conflict. The US 

has never established a meaningful set of grand strategic goals for Pakistan, and for what it is seeking in and from.  
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Pakistan after the war. The most important country in the conflict – a major nuclear power – has been left in a total 

grand strategic intellectual vacuum. We have talked about near term changes in Pakistani behavior in Afghanistan, and 

provided vacuous clichés to describe our goals in providing forms of aid that are little more than a glorified bribe, but 

where the US has no apparent strategy for producing a stable, secure, and friendly Pakistan at the end of 2014 or any 

other foreseeable point in time. 

The situation in Afghanistan is only marginally better . The US and its allies set broad goals at the start of their 

intervention that focused on transforming Afghanistan into a secure, effectively governed, representative democracy 

with a solid rule of law and human rights that was well on the path to economic development. It was apparent long 

before the new strategy was adopted in 2009 that such goals could not be achieved.  

As is shown later in this study, the US now feels many such goals are both unachievable and unaffordable and most of 

its allies at least privately agree, This helps explain why both President Obama and Department of Defense reporting 

now set relatively modest strategic goals for the war:  

The goal of the United States is to disrupt, dismantle, and eventually defeat al Qaeda, and to prevent its return to either 

Afghanistan or Pakistan. The specific objectives in Afghanistan are to deny safe haven to al Qaeda and to deny the 

Taliban the ability to overthrow the Afghan Government. To support these objectives, U.S. and coalition forces will 

continue to degrade the Taliban insurgency in order to provide time and space to increase the capacity of the Afghan 

National Security Forces and the Afghan Government so they can assume the lead for Afghanistan’s security by the 

end of 2014. 

The problem with these strategic goals is that they say nothing about the probability that Afghanistan will be a stable, 

secure, and friendly state after 2014, and there are few signs that all of the necessary conditions to reach even the 

goals for 2014 can be met.  

The Lack of Strategic Progress in Afghanistan 

At the time the new strategy was formulated in 2009, it was clear that any US and NATO/ISAF strategy faced a 

significant chance of failure, even at a point when no deadlines were yet set for withdrawal, the military surge was 

supposed to be roughly a third larger than was approved, and cuts in forces and aid were assumed to be “conditions 

based.” It was clear that US and Europe confronted a wide range of challenges if it was to win the Afghan conflict in any 

meaningful sense, and leave a stable Afghanistan and Pakistan.  

It is interesting to reexamine these challenges and the probability of meeting them: 
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• Dealing with Pakistan.The progress expected in creating the new strategy in 2009 has not occurred, tensions with 

Pakistan have grown, and recent negotiations seem to have failed – essentially giving Pakistan more of a role in talks 

between GIRoA and the insurgents in return for little more than token action and continued use of Pakistan LOCs 

and supply routes. 

• Decide on strategic objectives in conducting and terminating the war. These objectives not only include the defeat of 

Al Qaeda, but deciding on what kind of transition the US wishes to make in Afghanistan, what goals the US can 

achieve in creating a stable Afghanistan, US goals in Pakistan, and the broader strategic goals the US will seek in 

Central and South Asia. The US and its European allies have no clear strategy for its post war goals in Pakistan, 

Central Asia, and South Asia. Transition planning consists largely of issuing concepts and statements of good 

intentions while phasing down existing efforts by 2014. It is unclear that stable, credible plans for governance, 

economic stability, and the development and sustainment of the ANSF will be in place in time to seek Congressional 

funding for FY2013 and approval of funding plans to and beyond 2014 – and even more unclear the Congress will 

actually fund the necessary level of effort. 

• Defeat the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but also by eliminating its control and influence over the population 

and ability exploit sanctuaries in Pakistan and win a war of political transition.  The US and its allies will cut back their 

forces before their planned tactical gains can take place in the east and before the ANSF is ready. The latest semi-

annual report from the Department of Defense notes that sanctuaries in Pakistan remain a critical problem, and 

intense US pressure has not produced any clear indication that Pakistan will act to eliminate insurgents as 

distinguished from continuing to try to use them to achieve its own postwar goals in Afghanistan. 

• Create a more effective and integrated, operational civil and civil-military transition effort by NATO/ISAF, UN, member 

countries, NGO, and international community efforts through 2014 and for 5-10 years after the withdrawal of combat 

forces. Only one country, France, has substantially improved its military efforts since 2009. More broadly, the total 

number of caveat nations have increased, Germany and Italy put serious limits on their forces, Canada and the 

Netherlands have ceased combat operations, and a broad rush to the exit has begun with little guarantee of 

conditions-based support after 2014. 

•  Build up a much larger, and more effective, mix of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).  This is the one real 

area of progress since 2009, but progress is tentative and the burden “transition” places on the ANSF is likely to be 

too great and too early for sustained success. The progress in the army needs several years more of substantial 

outside support, funding, and partnering than it is likely to get. While the short-term capabilities of the army are 
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• improving, the long-term sustainability, and loyalty, of the army are open questions.  The police effort is far less 

successful, and will not be supported by 2014 with the other elements of a functioning justice system and 

governance necessary for the police effort to succeed.    

• Give the Afghan government the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and lasting stability) at the national, 

regional/provincial, district, and local levels by 2014.  There is little indication that GIRoA will have the broad political 

legitimacy it needs, make significant reductions in corruption and the role of power brokers and criminal networks, 

create a functioning legislature, build up provincial and district governance, and create effective aid programs at 

anything like the scale required. There is a major risk that the 2012 elections will again raise broad question about 

their legitimacy, and that coming massive cuts in military spending and aid will trigger a major recession – if not 

depression – by 2014-2015. 

• Shape a balance of post-transition relations with India, Iran, the “Stans,” Russia, and China that will help sustain 

post-transition stability. As the previous analysis has shown, there is little evidence of meaningful, real progress.  

• Make effective trade-offs in terms of resources relative to the priorities set by other domestic and security interests 

The US and Europe face a vastly less favorable economic situation, and far greater domestic funding needs, than 

was expected in shaping the new strategy in 2009. The US and most European countries also face a deteriorating 

partisan political process. In the case of the US, this may produce partisan self-paralysis in dealing with key 

economic issues at the scale required until a new government becomes function after the 2012 election – if then. 

The New Strategy and the Race Towards Transition 

During 2011, the US has altered its approach to strategy by effectively abandoning conditionality in maintaining its troop 

presence. It has focused on steadily hardening deadlines, and will reduce its troop presence from a peak of 98,000 to 

101,000 (depending on the definition) to 91,000 by the end of 2011, and to 68,000 by September 2012. Most European 

members of ISAF are equally involved in seeking to withdraw their troops and cut back their role in Afghanistan. The 

broad loss of “conditionality” (tying force and spending levels to the actual conditions on the ground), has had a growing 

impact on the role that the US and Europe can play during 2012-2104 and beyond.  

Regardless of ministerial meetings and political rhetoric, the US and its allies are now in a race to determine whether 

they can find some credible approach to transition in Afghanistan and Pakistan before the coming cuts in troops and 

money reshape the Afghan War.   

US actions will shape the outcome of this race, and determine how much of a transition actually occurs, as 
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distinguished from a de facto rush to the exit. The US also has little time in which to act. The Afghan conflict is steadily 

dropping in terms of US domestic support, and support within the Congress.  There are divisions within the White 

House over priority for the war and priority for the campaign and domestic spending. The Department of Defense 

cannot really plan its FY2013 budget submission until the outcome of the Budget Act is far clearer, and State and 

USAID are already cutting their future funding levels for civil programs. 

Talk Without Hope?  

The challenges the US and its European allies face in carrying out an effective “transition” are reinforced by the current 

focus on negotiations with the insurgents. When the new strategy was adopted in 2009, there was little emphasis on 

political negotiation with insurgent leaders versus the hope that tactical victories and improved governance would lead 

many fighters and less ideological insurgent leaders to reconcile with GIRoA and return to civilian life. 

Political Settlement at What Probability, Cost and Risk? 

Political settlement has now become a key goal for transition, but one with very uncertain credibility and prospects for 

success. It is all very well for the US and its European allies to try to shift the focus from warfighting and aid to 

negotiation, but the prospects for any success that really produce a stable and secure Afghanistan seem limited. 

Secretary Clinton stated the goal at the Kabul Conference in November 2011,  

“...we can pursue three mutually reinforcing objectives: We’re going to continue fighting, we’re going to be 

talking, and we’re going to continue building… Now, some might say, “How do you do all three of those at the 

same time?” And my answer is, under the circumstances we must do all three at the same time. So we want a 

very clear message to the insurgents on both sides of the border that we are going to fight you and we are going 

to seek you in your safe havens, whether you’re on the Afghan side or the Pakistani side. They must be dealt 

with.”   

Yet, it is far from clear that the Afghan government can even bring the Taliban, Haqqani network, or any other major 

group of insurgents to the negotiating table. The September 20, 2011 assassination of Burhanuddin Rabbani, the 

Chairman of the High Peace Council, is just one highly visible sign of this fact. 

Even if the major insurgent groups do come to the table, it is unclear why the insurgents would negotiate any 

agreement that favored the Afghan government or served US and allied goals in Afghanistan when they have every 

reason to hope they can outlast the US and ISAF. And, it is unclear why the insurgents would not try to use such 

negotiations to their own advantage, and violate any agreements the moment it is convenient to do so.  
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This is what Taliban insurgents have done in the past with the British in Helmand and the Pakistanis. It is what North 

Vietnam did in the Vietnam War, what the Maoists did in Nepal, and what elements of Pol Pot’s supporters did in 

Cambodia. “Talk” is fine when both sides are willing to seriously compromise and stick by their agreements, or when 

one side is weak enough to have to concede. There is little indication that any major insurgent group feels this way 

today.  

Pakistan as a “Partner”? 

Moreover, there is no clear unity in the Afghan government about such negotiations, and Pakistan will seek to use them 

to its own advantage. Secretary Clinton raised this issue in her remarks in Kabul, and made it all too clear that success 

not only depends on the willingness of the threat, but that of a very uncertain Pakistani “ally:” 

…we’re going to be expecting the Pakistanis to support the efforts at talking. We believe they can play either a 

constructive or a destructive role in helping to bring into talks those with whom the Afghans themselves must sit across 

the table and hammer out a negotiated settlement to end the years of fighting. 

We will be looking to the Pakistanis to take the lead, because the terrorists operating outside of Pakistan pose a threat 

to Pakistanis, as well as to Afghans and others. And we will have ideas to share with the Pakistanis. We will certainly 

listen carefully to the ideas that they have. But our message is very clear: We’re going to be fighting, we’re going to 

talking, and we’re going to be building. And they can either be helping or hindering, but we are not going to stop our 

efforts to create a strong foundation for an Afghanistan that is free from interference, violence, conflict, and has a 

chance to chart its own future. 

So this is a time for clarity. It is a time for people to declare themselves as to how we intend to work together to reach 

goals that we happen to believe are in the mutual interests of Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the region. 

Negotiating the Rush to the Exit? 

The risks in negotiation are compounded by the fact there are strong elements in several allied governments – including 

key governments like Germany -- that will accept any agreement that allows them to exit, and elements in virtually 

every ISAF government that now simply want out of the war. This doesn’t mean that negotiations have to fail, or are not 

worth trying. It does mean that at present they not only are a triumph of hope over experience, they are a triumph of 

hope over reasonable expectations. 

In short, it is all too clear that if talks never occur or fail to produce a result, it will be impossible to destroy insurgent 

capabilities because of their sanctuaries in Pakistan and rapidly declining US and European forces from 2011 on. It is 
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equally clear that if they appear to succeed, but produce a de facto insurgent victory, a major de facto split in the 

country, or any form of north-south civil war, current plans for transition become moot.  

Spend, Not Build (and Then Stop Spending)? 

The success of US, European, and donor efforts is highly uncertain. Studies by the World Bank, and ongoing studies by 

the IMF, the US, and key European governments show that “transition” requires massive levels of continuing aid to 

avoid triggering major security and stability problems. President Karzai requested some $10 billion a year through 2025 

at the Bonn Conference in December 2011, or roughly $120 billion over the entire period. This total seems minor 

compared to a total cost of the war to the US and ISAF which reached some $140 billion in FY2011. It also is almost 

certainly is too low to both cover the cost of funding the Afghan National Security Forces during transition and beyond, 

and give Afghanistan the resources to cope with the loss of US and ISAF military spending during 2012-2014 and the 

probable cuts in donor civil aid. 

Yet, many US and European actions have already begun to look like a cover for an exit strategy from Afghanistan. 

Development aid from US, the largest aid donor, dropped from $3.5 billion last year to about $2 billion in 2011. Aid to 

support democracy, governance and civil society dropped by more than 50%, and from $231 million to $93 million. Aid 

for "rule of law" dropped from $43 million to $16 million. Many aid agencies and NGOs are already making major cuts in 

their programs, and some are already having to eliminate programs or withdraw from the country. 

While US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton joined her European colleagues in pledging continued aid at the Bonn 

Conference in December 2001, no long-term pledges were made in concrete terms. The conference – which Pakistan 

did not attend and the Taliban stated would “further ensnare Afghanistan into the flames of occupation”-- focused on 

vague calls for aid and regional cooperation,.  

The speeches at the conference also called for Afghan reforms, and reductions in corruption, in ways that implied new 

conditions for aid that Afghanistan may well not be able to meet.  It discussed continuing past security and economic 

aid, but did not deal with the massive impact of ending US and European military spending in Afghanistan as each ISAF 

country’s forces departs – spending which totaled $4.3 billion for US military directs contracts with Afghans in FY2011 – 

which was only a small portion of US military spending in the country. At the same time, President called for continued 

aid and promised vague reforms without any clear plan for using such aid or justifying his request. As Louise Hancock, 

Oxfam's Afghanistan policy officer, put it, “It’s been another conference of flowery speeches: big on rhetoric and short 

on substance.” 
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Moreover, the US has never provided a credible set of goals – indeed any goals at all – for the strategic outcome it 

wants in Pakistan. Unless the US and Europe do far more to show it can execute a transition that has lasting strategic 

benefits in Afghanistan and Pakistan well after 2014, it is all too likely to repeat the tragedy of its withdrawal from 

Vietnam.  

The situation in terms of improvements in Afghan governance, economics, and rule of law lags far behind the uncertain 

tactical gains being made in the field. US, its European allies, and all other donors face the reality that military spending 

and aid efforts to date have not brought anything like the expected benefits and level of progress, and are unlikely to do 

so in the future. At the same time, outside aid will be critical to the Afghan government if it is to maintain security and 

stability, and be equally critical to any hope that Pakistan can make the progress it needs.  

A successful “transition” will require massive amounts of continuing civil and military aid. Politics may force US officials 

to deny that Afghanistan is an exercise in nation building, but the reality is that the US has led an international nation 

building effort in Afghanistan ever since 2002. In some ways this effort has been justified.  

In the real world, “classic COIN” is an oxymoron. No one insurgency is ever the same as another, and most longer 

insurgencies involve constant adaptation in tactics and civil-military operations. Serious insurgencies arise when states 

fail to meet the needs of enough of their people at the political, economic, and security level to maintain popular 

support, avoid driving key factions towards violence, and lack the capacity to enforce security and govern in significant 

parts of the country. 

The current Afghan/Pakistan War began in 2001 in a failed state divided by decades of civil conflict and external 

interference. No military action alone could have hoped to produce a stable result, and some level of armed nation 

building was inevitable if the US was to achieve a stable and favorable outcome from its intervention. Some form of 

nation building effort was necessary if the US was to do more than intervene quickly and decisively against Al Qa’ida 

and then leave Afghanistan to its own devices. This may have been an option that might well have been desirable in 

retrospect, but was not seriously considered at the time.   

 



Transition Issues and 
Options 

12 
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 “Transition” Must Seek to  
Address Seven Eight Centers of Gravity 

•Defeat the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but by eliminating limiting its 
control and influence over the population.  

•Sustain as large as possible a Creating an effective and well-resourced NATO/ISAF 
and US response to defeating the insurgency and securing the population.  

• Build up a much larger and more effective (and enduring base for transition) mix of 
Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).  

• Give the Afghan government more the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and 
lasting stability)at the national, regional/provincial, district, and local levels.  

• Create more unified  effective, integrated, and truly operational civil and civil-
military t. NATO/ISAF, UN, member country, and NGO and international community 
efforts tailored to real world resources and effectiveness.  

• Deal with Pakistan both in the NWFP and as a potential failed state. Finding stable 
relations in India, Iran, “Stans,” Russia, and China 

• Making effective trade-offs with other US domestic and security interests 

• EXECUTE AN AFFORDABLE, POLITICALLY SUSTAINABLE TRANSITION 

BETWEEN 2011 AND 2014 (AND BEYOND?) 
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 “Transition” Will Be a High Risk Effort 

• Weakness, divisions, lack of capacity and corruption of Afghan central 

government present a major risk. 

• Tensions with Pakistan could deprive transition of strategic rationale. 

• Uncertain can scale up victory enough to create a stable climate for politics, 

governance, and development: May not come close to 81 + 40 districts.  

• Little evidence that “build and transition”  can fully match “clear and hold.”  

• Uncertain ability to sustain national unity after 2014, prevent Taliban and other 

from recovering and winning battle of political attrition and accommodation. 

• Uncertain US and allied willingness to sustain funding, force, and civil aid at 

required levels before and after 2014.  Already risk of aid cuts triggering 

“recession” (crisis) in 2014. 

• US budget debate could have major impact, and could unrealistic Afghan 

demands for strategic partnership. 

• Serious issues remain in Afghan Army, police, local police, and justice 

capabilities. 
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 May be No Good Answers to “Governance” 

• Perceived legitimacy not driven by “democracy” or “human rights,” but 

quality of government presence in security and meeting most urgent 

perceived needs. 

• Too late for broad reform of structure of government, and to deal with 

overcentralization? 

• Cannot solve legitimacy and popular support issues given lack of capacity, 

corruption, power brokers, and criminal networks? 

• Growing risk of ethnic and sectarian splits by region. 

• Karzai crisis through at least 2014. 

• Any economic crisis as aid and spending draw down will cripple 

governance and economic aid efforts, popular support. 

• Improvements at Provincial and District level may be unsustainable and 

lack proper scale if US draws down to five centers, cuts efforts, and allies 

follow. 

• Political accommodation can cripple effective governance – as in Iraq – as 

well as threaten state. 

• Uncertainties over police, local police, and justice system. 
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 But May Be Answers for “Afghan Good Enough” 

• Honest recognition of risks and problems, and efforts to address them are key to 

solution. 

• Scale and reshape ongoing and future efforts to clear, politically accepted,  

annual levels of future resources. 

• Stop making any promises cannot keep, or where do not have at least 70% 

probability can sustain the needed resources. 

• Do it their way and shift responsibility as soon as possible. 

• Focus on government services and presence in dealing with highest priority 

needs and worst grievances and not “democracy,” formal justice, human rights, 

and mod and long term development. 

• Do not try to fix anything that is not clearly broken or dysfunctional. 

• Phase aid and spending down in concert with Afghans; fund nothing beyond 

existing absorption capabilities. 

• Fix ourselves first: 95% focus on our problems in waste and lack of fiscal 

controls,  5% focus on “corruption.” 
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 Implications for Governance 

• Down size goals, districts, levels of resources by 2014 and beyond. 

• Only attempt what majority of Afghans will sustain and support. 

• Force real integrated plans on USG efforts tying together governance, 

economic, ANSF, or other security efforts TIED TO CLEAR 

FUNDING LEVELS. 

• Accept limits to central government capacity, integrity, and 

management. Do not focus on making Kabulstan effective. 

• Size provincial, district, and local efforts to real world resources and 

capacity. 

• Focus on meeting most urgent needs. 

• Deal with economic recession/crisis issue. 

• Accept fact steadily lose influence and control from now on; new 

regime in 2015 onwards. 

• Deal with reality of at least 50% probability of mission failure after 

2014 (or before if funding, Karzai, or Pakistan crises take place. 

• Seek-fear political accommodation with Taliban/Haqqani 
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Central vs. Provincial vs. Local Governance 

• Do not rely on building up capacity and integrity of central government. 

• Do not court Karzai (and power brokers), or condemn him (them) excessively. 

• Regional, ethnics, sectarian, and tribal divisions can provide essential checks 

and balances. 

• Do not confuse political settlement and “declaring victory/cut and run.” 

• Strengthen key provincial and district governments.  

• Do not tie aid to central government vs. provincial and local. 

• Do not overcommit resources  to southern Pashtuns, peripheral Eastern areas. 

Consolidate more stable, friendly areas in north and west. 

• Never confuse politicized/symbolic transition with real Afghan capability. 

• Priority is stability after 2014, not capacity or human rights. 

• Focus on transparency, collective decision making, fiscal controls, not anti-

corruption or narcotics. 
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 Reshape Plans, Metrics, and Narratives 

• No one follows where no one leads.  

• Need clear transition plans with specific funding and manning levels, time 

scales and delivery points, and measures of effectiveness. 

• Make public and tailor all transition activity to what it is clear Administration 

and Congress will support. 

• Bring in Afghans, allies, UN and international organizations as soon as US 

has clear and decisive resource framework. Share as much of transition 

burden as possible. 

• Choose the needed metrics and narratives now; no more bullshit about 

developing new or better systems.  

• Force NTM-A and aid plans to conform to probable resources; be honest with 

Afghans about need to move towards self funding. 

• No fantasies about minerals, petroleum, pipelines, private sector.  

• 100% transparency with Afghans, allies, Congress, and media wherever 

possible: Scale and reshape ongoing and future efforts to clear picture of 

future resources. 
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 Broader Implications for Policy 

• Tie all policy and programs to clear picture of Presidential 
and Congressional willingness to provide needed annual 
resources to 2014 and beyond 

•Accept fact will steadily lose influence and control from now 
on; new regime in 2015 onwards. 

• Deal with reality of at least 50% probability of mission 
failure after 2014 , or before if US funding, Karzai, political 
accommodation, or Pakistan crisis takes place. 

• See political accommodation with Taliban/Haqqani as 
cover/exit strategy that is more likely to make thing worse 
than better. 

• Reassess US role in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Central 
Asia to see if best strategy is to leave the “new great game” to 
other players. 

 

 



Will the Resources be Available 
to Implement the New Strategy 

and Achieve "Transition” ? 
 

Finding the Right Priorities within 
Credible Time and Resource Levels  
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Setting the Strategic Context 

Source: Department of Defense, Decembewr 2011 



Down the Chute? US Forces in 
Iraq and Afghanistan: 2001-2011 

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11, CRS, RL33110, March 29, 2011 
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Sustaining ISAF Troop Levels? 
History of Under-Reacting and Losing 

Source: NATO/ISAF Placemats 

2008 2009 2007 



 

How Many Can We Keep for How Long With 
What Caveats? 

 
ISAF Forces in December 2011 
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Source: ISAF, http://www.isaf.nato.int/troop-numbers-and-contributions/index.php, 8 December, 2011 

. 
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ISAF to USF-A? 
 Regional Operations by Country in August 2011 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security 

Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 57, and http://www.isaf.nato.int/troop-numbers-and-contributions/index.php, 8 December, 2011 

. 
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Transition Beyond 2014  
 

(2011-2024) 
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Transition and Transformation 

Source: US Experts 
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 ISAF List of Key Transition Challenges for 2015 and Beyond 
 

 

 



Key Transition Issues 

Source: US Experts 



Source: IJC July 2011 

Operational Plan and Transition 

Conditions to initiate transition process: 

 

1)  ANSF are capable of shouldering additional 

     security tasks with less assistance from 

     ISAF. 

 

2)  Security is at a level that allows the  

     population to pursue routine daily activities. 

 

3)  Local governance is sufficiently developed 

     so that security will not be undermined as 

     ISAF assistance is reduced. 

 

4)  ISAF is postured properly to “thin out” as 

     ANSF capabilities increase and threat levels   

remain constant or diminish. 
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Conditions to complete transition process: 

 

1) Sustainable ANSF are responsible for 

     population security and law enforcement, and  

     they are accountable to and serving the 

     people. 

 

2) Provincial governance is sufficiently inclusive, 

    accountable, and acceptable to the Afghans. 

 

3) Population has access to basic social services 

    and adequate rule of law; establishing the 

foundation for sustainable, licit economic growth.  

 

4) ISAF is postured to provide strategic overwatch 

    and assistance needed for Afghan forces to 

    achieve sustainable security.  

2011-2014 2015-20?? 

Sustain  

progres

s  

 

Address Limiting Factors 

 
• Afghan National Security Force capacity 
• Competent, honest sub-national governance 
• Government linkages 
 

 
• Afghan National Security Force capacity 
• Competent, honest sub-national governance 
• Government linkages 
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Transition:  Big Ideas to 
2014 & Beyond 

Source: IJC July 2011 

1 

NATO/ISAF UNCLASSIFIED 

NATO/ISAF UNCLASSIFIED 

Transition Big Ideas 

•   Conditions-based process 

•   Bottom up, not top down 

•   Thin out – don’t hand off 

•   Retain coalition headquarters 

•   Start at district, progress to province 

•   Reinvest the dividend 

•   Transition institutions and functions 

•   Assure irreversibility 

 



Key Challenges to 
Transition: 

 
Lagging Civil Progress 
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Major Factions, Leaders in Afghanistan 

Sources: Kenneth Katzman, 

Afghanistan: Post-Taliban 

Governance, Security, and 

U.S. Policy, CRS RTL30588, 

March 24, 2011,  
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Progress, But A Lagging Civilian Surge 

• Real gains in Afghan district and local governance, merit promotion, and civil 

service training, 

• BUT, 

• Integrated civil-military plans remain conceptual on civilian side. No credible State or 

USAID reporting on efforts after 10 years of war. 

• US and allied military and PRT coordination uncertain and allied coordination often 

critically weak. 

• Little nationwide integration of war-related civil programs and most mid and long term 

aid. 

• Goal was to finish assessments of 42 critical Districts out of 80 by end 2010.  Afghan 

Directorate of Local Governance completed 15, and now could take up to four years to 

complete all 80. 

• Funds for hiring more civilians did not flow into many Districts even when assessments 

were finished in the spring of 2010.. 

•  District Delivery Program is a “district discussion program.” 

• Local Governance Directorate reports officials far short of average of 45 required per 

District. 

• Two thirds of 1,100 US civilian officials in Afghanistan are in Kabul. Only 215 USAID hires 

out of 473 are in the field. (14 US and 2 FSN in RC-SW, 56 US & 3 FSN in RC-S, and 78 US 

and 18 FSN in RC-E as of 1`/2011) Roughly 400 US civilians in field vs. 1,100 military in 

civil-military roles 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

USAID, 1/2011; Josh Boak, “Local Government Program Falters in Afghanistan,” Washington Post, March 9, 2011, p. A17 
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Donors Fund Critical Part of  
Kabul Centric Staff 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Critical Lack of Skilled Staff for Transition 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Must Develop Far More GIRoA Capacity 
Outside Kabul to Succeed 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Decline in District Governance? 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 



Small Improvement in GIROA Control?  
June 2010 vs. June 2011 
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Source: IJC July 2011. This slide demonstrates 
clear improvements in overall GIRoA control in 
Central Helmand River Valley in RC South West, 
P2K region of RC East ad the Baghlan Kunduz 
Corridor in RC North. 
 

. 

JUNE 2010 

JUNE 2011 



Best Case is Still Very Weak GIROA Control by Key District: 
June 2011 

41 

. 

Source: IJC July 2011 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 

2011, p. 57 and October 30, 2011, p. 94, and http://www.isaf.nato.int/troop-numbers-and-contributions/index.php, 16 December 

. 

Loosing Outside Support: US Aid Effort Goes from 13 PRTs 

to 5 Entities in 2014. Allies at Zero? 
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Deputy Provincial Governor Appointments 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 
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District Governor Appointments 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 
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 Keeping Corruption in Perspective 

ISAF, May 2011 



Spring 2011: A New ISAF & Aid Approach 
to Fighting Corruption 

46 Source: ISAF, April 15, 2011. 



2014 and Beyond: Enabling Socio-Economic 
Development 

Social 
Infrastructure 

 

Private Sector-
Lod Economic 

Growth 

Source: US Experts 



 Key Challenges to 
Transition: 

 
An Afghan Government 

That Cannot Yet Effectively 
Spend, Much Less 

Successfully Execute 
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Big Budget Ministries are Able to  
Spend More, But This Says Nothing About 

Integrity 0r Effectiveness 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Non-Discretionary Carry Forward Funds 
Limit Flexibility in Using Budget 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 

MRRD is 19% of 

national budget and 

drop is driven by  

National Solidarity 

Program 
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And, Government Expenditures Are 
Rising Faster than Revenues 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Development Budget Execution Faces 
Major Structural & Capacity Constraints 

and Spending Ratios to Funds is Dropping 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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Challenges in  Rushing to Fund 
Through Central Government 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

2 

Afghanistan Budget Overview 

* FY 11 Levels are based on a CR at FY 10 

levels; FY 12 levels are based on OMB 

passback levels. 
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Hopes for A “Rich” Future are Not a Plan: Mining Potential 
 

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 102-103 
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 Economics and Security Underpin Perceptions  
of Effective Governance 
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National Solidarity Program reaches 23,000 villages across 351 of 398 districts across all Afghan 

provinces  

-  US is largest donor, channeling $225 in FY2010 through ARTF 

- Will continue to require sustained funding commitments  

- Can have improved measures to improve accountability and oversight  

 

Basic Package of Health Services (BPHS) offers standardized package of basic health services (maternal 

and child health, public nutrition, health posts, basic health centers, comprehensive health centers, district 

hospitals)  

 

Performance Based Governors Funds provides provincial governors with operating budgets to improve 

relationships with constituents 

-Second phase of program now has mechanism to increase/decrease funding based on performance  

- Well performing governors can receive additional $75,000 a month 

-Significant challenges persist 

- Budget execution rate of 35% 

- Limited supervisory capability  

- Absorptive capacity – smaller, poorer provinces faced with “tidal wave of funding” can incentivize 

corruption and waste  

- Program is unsustainable unless Afghan government can execute program, include it in its own 

budget  

 

Some Successful Cases  
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 
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• Local Jirgas, and village, local, and district aid programs reacting to 
Afghan perceptions and priorities. 
 

• Local Water programs that do not rely on wells and methods that threat 
aquifers. 
 

• Sustainable  local power generation programs. 
 

• Small, standardized MoE schools that are actually staffed and equipped. 
 

• Small, function clinics and real-world expansion of local health care. 
 

• Roads that meet real world market and local needs. 
 

• Linking informal justice system to formal justice system. 
 

• Expanding coverage of national ID cards necessary for employment and 
full status as citizen. 
 
 
 
 

Real, But Poorly Quantified,  
Successes in the Field 
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Since 2002, $1.4 billion for agricultural programs  
 
Overspending? $250 million in Helmand and Kandahar in one year alone (district of Nawa received USAID funding of 
$400 per person, contrasted with national per capita income of $300) 
 
July 2010 GAO found programs “did not always establish or achieve their targets”: 6 of 8 programs failed to meet 
annual targets, three longest running programs declined in performance from 2006 to 2008 
 

Primary program is Agricultural Vouchers for Increased Production in Afghanistan (AVIPA) 
• $360 million stabilization program primarily in Helmand and Kandahar with cash-for-work components  
• Additional  $89 million to expand seed/fertilizer voucher program to 32 provinces  
• Estimated to have created 780 cash for work projects, employing 103,000 laborers, injecting $27 million of wages into 
local economy (equivalent of 22,500 full-time jobs)  
• But may distort local economy and labor markets. Rajiv Chandrasekaran says cash surge is “sparking new tension and 
rivalries within the community, and it is prompting concern that the nearly free seeds and gushing canals will result in 
more crops than the farmers will be able to sell. It is also raising public expectations for handouts that the Afghan 
government will not be able to sustain once US contributions ebb” 
• SFRC notes scaling back AVIPA towards longer-term projects has risks; infrastructure projects may not be completed 
on time; scaling back will end subsidized benefits, artificially inflated incomes for farmers 
 
Foreign Aid can Distort Local Economies 
David Kilcullen: “On the one hand, there is a ‘‘substitution effect,’’ whereby development dollars shift popular support 
away from the insurgents and toward the government. But our aid can also have an ‘‘income effect,’’ whereby 
development programs increase the resources available to villagers and lead them to believe that they can improve their 
prospects of survival by entering into negotiations with the insurgents.”  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncertain Agricultural Assistance 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 
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USAID’s Uncertain (Dishonest?)  
Claims of  Progress 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

Agriculture: Meet basic food security needs and grow rural economies. 
•  In FY 2010, 633,878 Afghans received hands-on agricultural productivity and food security training.  
 
Economic Growth: Support diversified and resilient economic growth. 
•  In FY 2010, helped establish 49 Public-Private Partnerships, leveraging $95 million in private 
investment. 
 
Education: Develop human capital through support to basic and higher education. 
• Since 2002, school enrollment has increased from 900,000 boys to 7.1 million students, 38 percent 
female. 
 • In FY 2010, trained 40,850 public school and community based education teachers and over 3,800 
literacy teachers, reaching an estimated one third of Afghan school children. 
 
Gender: Advance gender equality. 
• In FY 2010, extended 108,799 micro-finance loans to women worth $24.6 million. Governance: Promote 
inclusive governance and effective dispute resolution. 
• In FY 2010, trained 9,000 civil servants to improve public administration functions, provided basic 
legal training to shura and jirga members and supported the development of Afghan legal associations. 
 
Health: Improving the health of the Afghan population, especially women and children 
• Since 2002, increased access to basic health care from 8 percent of the population to 84 percent 
 • Midwife training programs that contributed to a 22 percent drop in infant mortality. 
 
Infrastructure: Improve infrastructure services, particularly in energy and roads. 
• In FY 2010, rehabilitated over 1,800 km of regional and national highways, and provincial and rural 
roads. Stabilization: Address drivers of instability and establish an environment for social and economic 
development. 
• Pioneered the District Stability Framework , a tool that utilizes situational awareness to identify key 
sources of instability, develop activities to diminish or mitigate the causes, and monitor and evaluate the 
impact of programming. 
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Improving, but Limited Health Care in  
Key Terrain Districts 
District Assessment of Basic Health Centers 

Source: ISAF 5/201; Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for 

Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 100. 

 

In April and May alone, 33 health centers opened across the country, bringing the nationwide total to more than 1,800. These new facilities, which include four 

Comprehensive Health Centers, one Basic Health Center, and 17 Sub-Health Centers, are staffed to provide care for up to 389,000 Afghans. Fifteen additional 

health facilities opened in July and August, including 2 district hospitals and 5 sub-health centers, which are staffed to provide care to more than 300,000 Afghans. 

Further, the number of health centers in key terrain districts and area of interest districts that meet or exceed MoPH standards increased from 45 in 2009 to 91 in 

2011. Facilities that were assessed as below standards decreased from 41 to two during the same period.  

 

Improvements in facilities have led to improvements in accessibility. . In 2002, only nine percent of the population had access to basic health services within the 

MoPH benchmark of two hours walking distance; 85 percent of Afghans now reside within one hour of a health facility.  

 

The MoPH continues its efforts to expand the availability of health services toward the new goal of 90 percent national coverage by 2013. 
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Afghan MoE Estimate of Number of  
Schools: 2001-2010 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 

Note: MoE figures 

are not credible. 

Claims Average 

over 570 students 

per school 
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Energy Production Available  
for Consumption 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 
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MoE Estimate of Enrollment: 2001-2010 

Source: ISAF 5/2011 

Note: MoE figures 

are not credible. 

Claims Average 

over 590 students 

per school 
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  8.3 Million Divided by 14,000 = 593  

ISAF, May 2011 
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Little or No Progress in Development in Many Areas 
 

 COMISAF Command Brief, June 2010 

Development 

04-Feb-10 29-Apr-10 Governance	Assessment

6 7 Sustainable	Growth

16 19 Dependent	Growth

47 46 Minimal	Growth

40 41 Stalled	Growth

10 7 Population	at	Risk

3 2 Not	Assessed

Development Assessment 
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Development: Growing Progress 

• Funding levels now far more consistent, now high enough to have major impact. 

• Improved civil-military coordination and overall coordination of aid effort.  

• Serious effort to create integrated civil-military teams and break down “stovepipes” 

•Far more civilians and military performing civil-military roles in the field. 

• New focus on what Afghans want; aid that will improve their current lives and 
governance, economy, and prompt justice. Address “worst grievances.” 

• New focus on providing aid broadly in critical districts and population centers. 

• Focus on accountability in spending, directing funds to honest officials and leaders at 
the Ministerial, provincial, district, and local levels. 

• Beginning to seek validation of requirements, Afghan consensus and transparency. 

• Seeking to develop meaningful measure of effectiveness and impact on popular 
perceptions. 

• Increase in cadres of experienced aid workers, military, and Afghans. 
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The Challenge of Development 

Source: CIA, World Factbook, August 2010 

Category                                              Afghanistan                                                 Pakistan 

 

Population 29.1 Million 177.3 Million 

Life Expectancy 44.7 years 65.6 years  

% 0-14 Y e a r s  4 2 . 9 %  36% 

Growth Rate 2.47% 1.51% 

U r b a n i z a t i o n  2 4 % 36% 

        Urbanization Rate 5 . 4 %  3% 

Ethnic Groups 

 42% Pashtun 44.7% Punjabi  

 27% Tajik 15.4% Pashtun 

 9% Hazara 14.1% Sindhi 

 4% Aimak 8.4% Sariaki 

 3% Turkmen 7.6% Muhairs 

 2% Baluch 3.6% Baluchi 

 4% Other 6.3% Other 

Sects 

 80% Sunni 75% Sunni 

 19% Shi’ite 20% Shi’ite 

 

Literacy 28.1% 49.9% 

Economy 

GDP $23.5 Billion $449.3 Billion  

GDP Rank 113
th   

 28
th

  

Per Capita Income $800  $2,600 

Per Capita R a n k  2 1 9
th

  170
th

 

Unemployment 3 5 % 14% 

Labor Forc e  1 5  Million 53.8 Million 

Structure 31% Agriculture 43% Agriculture 

 26% Industry 20.3% Industry 

 43% Services 36.6% Services 



Major International (Non-U.S.) Pledges to 
Afghanistan Since January 2002 
(As of March 2010, in $Millions) 

Sources: Kenneth Katzman, 

Afghanistan: Post-Taliban 

Governance, Security, and 

U.S. Policy, CRS RTL30588, 

March 24, 2011, and Special 

Inspector General for 

Afghanistan Reconstruction. 

October 2008 report, p. 140; 

various press announcements.  

 

Figures include funds pledged 

at April 2009 NATO summit 

and Japan’s October 2009 

pledge of $5 billion over the 

next five years. 

 

Note: This table lists donors 

pledging over $400 million 
total. 
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   Evaluating US Aid  
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 

Key Challenges and Findings 
 $320 million being spent monthly by USAID and State Department 
 80% of USAID spending in restive south and east, only 20% for rest of country  
 Emphasis still on short-term stabilization projects instead of long-term development 
 

Overreliance on foreign assistance distorts Afghan economy 
• 97% of Afghan GDP related to foreign military presence - heightens risk of severe depression upon 
withdrawal  
•ANSF will require $6-8 billion annually, majority funded by US, has sustainability worries  
 
Over-reliance on international technical advisors reduces sustainability of mission and creates culture 
of aid dependency  
• 85% staff turnover at USAID mission in Kabul  
• Practice of inflated salaries for Afghans draw local talent away from GIRoA 
 

Political Versus Development Timelines  
Development when done properly, “will take generations” but “increasingly, the US civilian strategy is 
linked to the shorter-term military strategy” 
• Timeline constricted from even 3-5 year window envisioned in summer 2010 
• Resources appropriated on annual cycle, complicating long-term planning  
• Creates perverse incentives at USAID and State to spend money even in wrong conditions to ensure future 
appropriations remain at significant levels  
 

Recommendations: Must be unity of effort across US and international community  
1. Consider authorizing multi-year civilian assistance strategy for Afghanistan  
2. Reevaluate performance of stabilization programs in conflict zones 
3. Focus on sustainability – Do not initiate projects that Afghans cannot sustain  
 

 



Source: US State Department, Fact Sheet, “State and USAID – FY 2012 Budget Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO), 14.2.2011. 

 State Department and USAID Program for FY2012 
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 Afghanistan: Supporting Stable, Transparent, Representative Government and Capable, Sustainable Security Forces ($2.3 
billion): $2.2 billion in assistance to target the priority sectors of governance, rule of law, counternarcotics, agriculture, 
economic growth, health, and education in Afghanistan. $111 million in Operations to support infrastructure for maintaining 
U.S. government civilian and diplomatic presence and to support educational and cultural exchange programs to build bridges 
with civil society. 

 Maintains increased civilian staffing to support President Obama’s goal of disrupting, dismantling, and defeating al-Qaeda. 

 Provides $1.0 billion to sustain an expanded civilian presence -1,500 staff in the next two years – to support the Afghan 
government. 

 Includes $1.2 billion for targeted development and governance programs that will support stabilization and counterinsurgency 
efforts, such as cash for work and 

Provincial Reconstruction Teams, as well as counternarcotics efforts that promote alternative livelihoods to poppy production. 

 Supports large infrastructure programs that have a combination of short-term stabilization and long-term economic growth 
outcomes. 
 

 Pakistan: Helping Eliminate Violent Extremist Elements and Strengthen Regional Security ($1.9 billion): $1.9 billion in 
assistance to promote a secure, stable, democratic and prosperous Pakistan with a focus on energy, economic growth, 
agriculture, the delivery of health and education services, and strengthening the Government of Pakistan’s capacity to govern 
effectively and accountably. $45 million in Operations to support infrastructure for maintaining U.S. government civilian and 
diplomatic presence and to support educational and cultural exchange programs to build bridges with civil society. 

• Includes $1.1 billion for the Pakistan Counterinsurgency Capability Fund to provide critical equipment and training for 
Pakistani security forces, increasing the ability of the Pakistani government to combat insurgents inside Pakistan and 
eliminating the insurgent’s capacity to conduct cross-border operations in Afghanistan that jeopardize U.S. lives and the 
mission there  

 



US Aid Request: FY2012 (In $Millions) 

 

 

Source: Kenneth Katzman, 

Afghanistan: Post-Taliban 

Governance, Security, and 

U.S. Policy, CRS RTL30588, 

March 24, 2011,  

 



   Key Challenges to Transition: 
 

The Civil “Surge”  
in the Field Will Shift to the Civil 

Cutback 
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Provinces with PRT Bases 

SIGAR: January 31, 2010, P. 91 



Provincial Reconstruction Teams 

Sources: Kenneth 

Katzman, Afghanistan: 

Post-Taliban 

Governance, Security, 

and U.S. Policy, CRS 

RTL30588, March 24, 

2011,  
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The USAID “Surge” Will Fade  
Beginning 2012 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 
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Obama Administration FY2012 request included $3.2 billion in aid – represents 22% reduction 
from FY2010 ($4.2bn) 
 
Civilian surge  
 
-State and USAID “dramatically increased the number of civilians on the ground”  from 531 in January 2009 to 
1,300 today (920 in Kabul, 380 in the field) – number will peak at 1,450 by 2014   
 
-Emergency protection details (EPDs) for civilians are expensive - $8mn annually for an Ambassador in Kabul  

 
Local causes for insecurity, not always underdevelopment or poverty   
 
-In Helmand, primary concern is lack of security and poor governance, deterring population from cooperating with 
government, allowing Taliban to exploit grievances of the politically marginalized  
 

- World Bank estimates poverty in Helmand at less than 30 percent compared to higher levels in peaceful north 
(Bamyan 42%, Ghor 58%, Balkh 58+%) 

 
Without security and governance, development aid can be counterproductive  

“The United States spent more than $100 million repairing and upgrading the Kajaki hydropower plant to 
provide electricity to Helmand and Kandahar provinces, but last year half of its electricity went into areas 
where the insurgents control the electric grid, enabling the Taliban to issue electric bills to consumers and 
send out collection agents with medieval instruments of torture to ensure prompt payment. The consumers in 
these places use the power for the irrigation of fields that grow poppies, which in turn fuel the opium trade 
from which the Taliban derive much of their funding.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weakness of Civilian Surge  
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 
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Heavy reliance on a few contractors; Between FY2007-2009: USAID obligated $3.8 billion 
to 283 contractors and entities; $1bn to just two – Louis Berger International and 
Development Alternatives Inc; $625 million (17 percent) for just 17 grants   
• Separately State Department’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
(INL) obligated $2.3 billion to four contractors; DynCorp International accounted for over 
80 percent  
 
Reasons for concern including risk of contractor fraud – Louis Berger admitted to 
submitting “false, fictitious, and fraudulent overhead rates for indirect costs… [resulting] 
in over-payments by the [US] government in excess of $10 million” from 1999-2007 
 
GAO finds “oversight inadequate at times, thus raising questions about the agencies’ ability 
to ensure accountability for multibillion dollar investments”  
• SIGAR warns “the large US investment in Afghanistan remains at significant risk of being 
wasted or subjected to fraud and abuse”  
 
Lack of qualified contracting officers. USAID has 85 contracting officers with 3+ years 
experience, currently 10 in Afghanistan with plans to scale up to 18 (improvement from 3 in 
2007) but still inadequate for task. In fact adequate ratio would probably require entire 
USAID overseas workforce for just Afghanistan  
 

Past Over-Reliance on Contractors  
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 
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Reasons for concern including risk of contractor fraud – Louis Berger admitted to submitting “false, fictitious, and 
fraudulent overhead rates for indirect costs… [resulting] in over-payments by the [US] government in excess of $10 
million” from 1999-2007 

•  GAO finds “oversight inadequate at times, thus raising questions about the agencies’ ability to ensure 
accountability for multibillion dollar investments”  

• SIGAR warns “the large US investment in Afghanistan remains at significant risk of being wasted or subjected to 
fraud and abuse”  

• Lack of qualified contracting officers. USAID has 85 contracting officers with 3+ years experience, currently 10 in 
Afghanistan with plans to scale up to 18 (improvement from 3 in 2007) but still inadequate for task. In fact adequate 
ratio would probably require entire USAID overseas workforce for just Afghanistan  

• Lack of adequate controls have resulted in massive fraud – In 2010 massive fraud uncovered at Kabul Bank 
(loans amounted to 5% of Afghan GDP). USAID had only one qualified officer overseeing $92 million contract with 
Deloitte to provide technical assistance to the bank. USAID later concluded Deloitte should have known of serious 
problems and alerted USAID in Kabul  

• Former USAID Kabul Mission Director:  

“Because of the ill planned downsizing of USAID’s technical staff over the past years and the difficulty in 
finding senior technical Foreign Service officers to serve in Afghanistan, the management of the Kabul Bank 
Deloitte contract was relegated to a junior officer. While he worked to the best of his ability, this important 
project demanded strong technical oversight and similar programs of this level of strategic importance will 
demand senior management expertise and a different system with USAID to ensure the availability of senior 
technical staff.” 

• Similarly, INL has just one contracting officer overseeing almost $800 million over 5 CivPol task orders.  
 

 

 

Past Lack of Fiscal Responsibility & Oversight 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 
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Most of USAID “on-budget aid” ($2.08bn) provided through ARTF (Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund) or 
through Afghan Ministries ($307 million)  

- Jurisdictional issues complicate independent monitoring 

-World Bank has capacity issues – constrained by 100 in-country personnel   

- Afghan Ministries have “significant vulnerabilities” that can facilitate fraud and waste  

-Some conditionality now attached – FY2010 Supplemental Appropriations Act required certification of 
improved efforts to fight corruption and better governance better Economic Support and INCLE funds 
could be disbursed  

Capacity Building Using Technical Advisors 

- Inflated salaries for technical advisors draw away talent from civil sector, including doctors and teachers  

-Last fiscal year budget for vocational and higher education was $35 million compared to State/USAID 
capacity-building spending of $1.25 billion (large portion to technical advisors)  

-Each advisor costs between $500,000 to $1 million 

-Drivers, assistants, translators for aid projects earn upward of $1,000 a month compared to $50-100 for 
teachers, health workers and administrative staff  

-Various problems including unaccountability, imposing their own vision, using high-tech unsustainable 
methods, loyalty to Afghan Ministry instead of US government  

-Over-reliance on advisors and minimal oversight  

-Standardizing salaries essential step to creating parity, stimulating civil-sector development efforts  
 
 

Oversight and Technical Advisor Issues 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Assessment (June 2011) 



   Key Challenges to Transition: 
 
 

Many Existing Priorities Are 
Decoupled from Resources and 
Real World Transition Plans 
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Stabilization vs. Development 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

Efforts Across the Continuum 

13 

Governance 
Support GIRoA 

Governance and Rule of 

Law at District Level 

Implementation of Sub-National 
Governance Policy/

Coordination of Formal and 

Informal Justice 

Agriculture 

Economic 
Growth 

Infrastructure 

Social 
Services 

Food Security and 
Subsistence Farming 

Short Term, Income 
Generating Activities 

Small Scale, Community 
Based Infrastructure 

Projects 

Establishment of Basic 
Services 

Commercial Agriculture Sector 
and Value Chains 

Business Climate that 
encourages Private Sector 

Investment 

Regional, Large-Scale 
Infrastructure Projects 

Connection of National Level 
Ministries to the District 

Stabilization Efforts: 
Through the use of the District Stability 
Framework, identify the root causes of 

instability and quickly apply resources to 
mitigate their effects. 

Long-Term Development Efforts: 
In secure areas, help the Afghan people 

prepare a sustainable development strategy 

and support their efforts to pursue it directly 

and through other donors & private investors. 
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USAID View of Key Challenges 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

• Foundational Investments: Agree with GIRoA on immediate possibilities for 

foundational investments that can induce sustainable, long run growth. 

• Resources: Align USAID and GIRoA resource expectations based on realistic 

and sustainable planning parameters. 

• Absorptive Capacity: Increase on-budget assistance while building the 

capacity of GIRoA to manage resources. 

• Transition: Ensure sufficient resources for transition period to Afghan 

leadership and from stabilization to development program. 

• Corruption: Protect USG resources in areas of high risk for corruption.  

• Civilian-Military Coordination: Leverage resources for key infrastructure 

and stability projects. 

• Staffing: Increase and maintain staffing levels.  

• Project Oversight: Provide project oversight in insecure areas.  

• Partner Security: Keep our partners safe under the parameters of the PSC 

decree. 
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USAID’s Priorities for Change 
 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

Prioritizing Assistance Among Competing Resource Demands: Road to Transition 
 

• Identify minimum development conditions that should be in place by 2015 to ensure that Afghanistan can 

successfully continue along its chosen development path 

 

• Align USG and GIRoA resource expectations based on realistic planning parameters 

 

• Focus security, governance, and development interventions so as to increase the legitimacy of GIRoA in the eyes of 

Afghans 

 

• Agree with GIRoA on near-term opportunities for foundational investments that can induce sustainable, long-term 

growth 

 

• Address policy trade-offs to deal with competing demands for resources 

Priority areas for sustainable and durable development in Afghanistan:  
 

•  Legitimate, effective governance through inclusive, representative bodies; effective 

resolution of conflicts; and reduction of impunity. 

 

•  Robust economic growth that will generate food security, jobs and trade opportunities driven by 

development of the agriculture sector. 

 

•  Strong Afghan leadership through capacity development at national and local levels and USG 

commitment to accountable on-budget assistance. 
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UN Estimate of Priorities 

UNDAF, 2010, Annex B 



The Role of the World Food Program in Afghanistan 

The 2007-2008 National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (NRVA) found that 7.4 million people – nearly a third of the population – are unable to get 

enough food to live active, healthy lives.  Another 8.5 million people, or 37 percent, are on the borderline of food insecurity.  Around 400,000 people 

each year are seriously affected by natural disasters, such as droughts, floods, earthquakes or extreme weather conditions. 

In 2008, Afghanistan was hit by both drought and globally high food prices, which saw the price of wheat and wheat products increase dramatically 

across the country. Despite prices beginning to fall in 2009, they remain higher than normal. 

Insecurity is a major and growing concern. Insurgent activity and military operations have affected food security in some regions, undermined 

reconstruction efforts and restricted humanitarian interventions. Environmental degradation is also a severe problem. War, uncontrolled grazing, 

pastureland encroachment, illegal logging and the loss of forest and grass cover have worsened drought conditions and reduced agricultural 

productivity. 

While life expectancy has increased slightly to 44.5 years for men and 44 for women, many of the country’s health indicators are alarming. Along with 

a high infant mortality rate, Afghanistan suffers from one of the highest levels of maternal mortality in the world (1,600 deaths per 100,000 live births). 

More than half of children under the age of five are malnourished, and micronutrient deficiencies (particularly iodine and iron) are widespread. 

WFP has been working continuously in Afghanistan since 1963, and is active in all 34 provinces. In recent years, WFP’s focus has shifted from 

emergency assistance to rehabilitation and recovery. WFP fed about 9 million people in 2009, primarily in remote, food-insecure rural areas. WFP’s 

food assistance targets poor and vulnerable families, schoolchildren, teachers, illiterate people, tuberculosis patients and their families, returning 

refugees, internally displaced persons and disabled people – with an emphasis on vulnerable women and girls. 

In 2009, WFP assisted more than 4.4 million people through Food-for-Work programmes, which provide food to vulnerable Afghans as they build or 

repair community assets, including roads, bridges, reservoirs and irrigation systems. These projects are agreed upon in consultation with the government 

and local communities. 

In 2009, WFP relief operations supported over 1.4 million people affected by natural and man-made disasters. Food reached people affected by drought 

and floods, as well as returning refugees and people displaced by conflict. 

A separate appeal spanning August 2008 to July 2009 was aimed at assisting another 5 million Afghans most severely affected by the dramatic increase 

in staple food prices and drought. 

Under a pilot Purchase for Progress (P4P) programme, WFP hopes to buy wheat directly from small-scale farmers for distribution elsewhere in the 

country, strengthening Afghan grain markets and small-scale producers' access to them. Through P4P, WFP is also exploring the local purchase of 

specialized nutritional products, including fortified biscuits. 

Under a separate WFP pilot project being launched in Kabul in 2009, beneficiaries receive vouchers instead of food rations, allowing them to buy their 

choice of food from participating retailers and avoiding distortion of functioning markets. 

The Green Afghanistan Initiative (GAIN) is a joint UN programme aiming to improve Afghanistan’s devastated environment.  Administered by WFP, 

the three-year project helps widows and other vulnerable groups build a sustainable livelihood by starting their own nurseries,. It also increases natural 

vegetation and forest cover, trains local officials in environmental protection, and boosts environmental awareness through education. 

The United Nations Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS) provides safe and efficient air transport and cargo services for the humanitarian community 

around Afghanistan and to neighbouring countries. In 2009, UNHAS carried more than 37,424 passengers and 722 metric tons of light cargo. 

  

Source: http://www.wfp.org/countries/afghanistan 
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Development: Continuing Challenges 

• Far too much aid still goes to showpiece projects. 

• Fiscal controls and accountability still weak. Many corrupt contractors, Afghan  power brokers.  

• Aid, coupled to lack of adequate accountability and control of all other US and ISAF forms of 
contracting,  still has a near crippling impact in increasing Afghan corruption. 

• Still fail to  properly validate requirements for many efforts, poor overall prioritization, and much of 
aid still goes to mid-to-long term projects and efforts of limited priority and practical value. 

• Still often fail to provide basic accountability and transparency. Corruption, waste are still critical 
issues. 

• Still often fail to provide credible and meaningful measures of effectiveness. 

• Shortage of both experienced and effective aid workers and Afghan government personnel. 

• Lack of coordination between donor countries and NGOs. 

• Activity often responds to priorities of donor or capitals and not Afghan needs or wartime priorities: 
National branding. 

• Many aid and advisory personnel still lack experience, and rotate in assignments too short to allow 
them to be fully effective. 

• Deteriorating security in many areas sharply reduces ability to operate outside secure areas. 

• Efforts at integrated civil-military plans are still largely a facade on the civil side. 

• Anti-corruption efforts largely cosmetic and without any broad effect. Afghan power brokers 
dominate much of activity. 

• Hollow “spin” about near to mid term prospects for “new Silk Road” and mining wealth. 



Key Challenges to 
Transition: 

 
The Uncertain Funding and 

Progress of the ANSF 
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ISAF Transition Plan is Critically Dependent on ANSF 
Level of dependence is directly proportionate to rate of ISAF withdrawal during 

2011-2014, and level of funding and advisors/partners that remains  

88 Source: ISAF , November 2011 
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 Success with ANSF is Critical to Governance and Economy 

ISAF, May 2011 



Source: IJC July 2011 

Building ANSF Operational 
Effectiveness Through 2024 
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Afghan Inability to Fund the ANSF and Other Costs 

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, pp. 30-31 

DOD budget documentation indicates that, 

beyond the $7.5 billion requested in fiscal 

year 2011, no additional funding is needed to 

support the ANA’s growth to 171,600. 

 

 According to NTM-A/CSTC-A, once the 

ANA reaches its current end goal, which has 

an October 2011 target date, the focus of 

funding efforts will turn to sustainment 

activities, such as salary payments and 

equipment replacement. However, as of 

August 2010, neither DOD nor NATO had 

completed an analysis of how much future 

funding will be needed to sustain the ANA.  

Prior GAO work has also found that DOD 

has not adequately analyzed future funding 

needed to sustain the ANSF.31 

Furthermore, although DOD has produced a 

series of congressionally mandated reports 

since 2008 on the U.S. plan for sustaining 

the ANSF, these documents have not 

included estimates of the ANA’s future 

sustainment costs.  

While NTM-A/CSTC-A provided us with 

estimates indicating that sustainment of 

171,600 ANA forces would cost between 

$4.2 billion and $4.5 billion annually from 

fiscal years 2012 through 2014.  

DOD officials stated that they had not reviewed NTM-A/CSTC-A’s analysis and did not consider the resulting estimates to be official DOD 

figures on future sustainment costs. However, these officials said that they were unaware of any analysis DOD had conducted of how much 

ANA sustainment will cost. Similarly, while NATO documentation states that the amount of funding needed to sustain 171,600 ANA personnel is 

under analysis, an official at the U.S. Mission to NATO confirmed that no such analysis had been completed as of August 2010. To date, the 

United States has been the major contributor of sustainment funds for the ANA, with more than $5 billion allocated since 2005. Officials at NTM-

A/CSTC-A asserted that regardless of how much ANA sustainment costs, the total each year will be considerably less than the cost of 

maintaining a large U.S. and coalition troop presence in Afghanistan.  

 

The Afghan government budgeted about $290 million in 

solar year 138934 for the ANA— nearly one-fifth of the 

nation’s projected total revenues of $1.5 billion for the year, 

and an increase of about 17 percent from the 

approximately $250 million budgeted for the ANA the prior 

year. By comparison, however, annual U.S. funding for 

ANA sustainment has exceeded $650 million every year 

since fiscal year 2007 and rose to $1.9 billion in fiscal year 

2010  
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Affordable or Unaffordable ANSF? 
 

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 92-93 

In February 2011, 

President Obama 

asked Congress to 

provide an additional 

$12.8B in the Fiscal 

Year (FY) 2012 budget, 

up from $9.2B in FY 

2010 and $11.6B in FY 

2011, 

to continue to grow, 

equip, and sustain the 

ANSF 



 Goals for ANSF Growth 

Source: US Experts 



Uncertain Afghan Capability to Manage a War 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 15-17 

Ministry of Defense Capability Milestone Ratings (as of July 2011) Ministry of Interior Capability Milestone 

Ratings (as of September 2011) 



ANA as a Work in Progress: 9/10-9/11 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 22-23. 

The current goal for growth is 195,000 personnel by the end of October 2012. The last infantry kandak for 2011 fielded in May 2011; the final five infantry kandaks 

are expected to field in 2012, the last in October. Additionally, the surge of enabling and logistics forces is continuing as new units are fielded to provide essential 

support capabilities. As the force continues to grow, the MoD has demonstrated an increased force management capacity. As of September 2011, ANA force levels 

reached 170,781 personnel, an increase of 11,418 personnel from the force level at the end of the previous reporting period in March 2011. 

Although recruiting and retention are continuing at a strong pace, if the high levels of attrition seen during this reporting period continue, there is a risk that the ANA 

will not be able to sustain the recruitment and training costs currently incurred to achieve the October 2012 growth goal. 



ANA Progress is Real, But Hard to Sustain and Broaden to  
Needed Force Capability by 2014 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for 

Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 43-45. 
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ANP as a Work in Progress: 9/10-9/11 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 33-34. 

As of September 2011, the ANP had reached an end-strength of 136,122 patrolmen, exceeding its October 2011 growth goal ahead of schedule. This force includes 21,704 officers, 

34,414 non-commissioned officers, 73,853 patrolmen, and 6,151 initial entry trainees. 

Despite indicating positive developments in ANP force generation, NTM-A recently determined that 3,940 officers and 6,733 patrolmen were filling NCO billets; large numbers of officers 

and patrolmen placed against vacant NCO positions overstates the development of the NCO ranks. 

Removing officers and patrolmen from NCO-designated positions would result in an actual officer strength at 102 percent, patrolmen strength at 113 percent, and NCO-assigned 

strength at 66.7 percent against authorized positions. NTM-A and IJC, along with ANP leadership, will focus on growing the NCO corps by 12,700 in order to close this gap. 

Although overall attrition in the ANP has remained near target levels for the past year, high attrition continues to challenge the ANCOP in particular, which has experienced an annual 

attrition rate of 33.8 percent; although this has decreased significantly from 120 percent annual rate in November of 2009, it remains above the accepted rate for long-term sustainment 

of the force. 



ANP Progress is More Uncertain and Harder to Sustain 
and Broaden to  Needed Force Capability by 2014 
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Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for 

Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 43-45. 

This measurement of readiness does not assess: 

• Corruption and ties to power brokers/criminal networks 

• Whether a functioning justice system exists to support 

ANP. 

• Whether effective governance exists to supervise and 

control ANP 



Afghan Local Police Sites Are Growing, But So Are 
Unofficial Militias and Forces Which Are Not Being 
Reported; No Clear Replacement for Private 
Security Companies Exists 

As of 9-30-2011 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 67. 
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Getting and Retaining Trainers is a Major 
Challenge 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National 

Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, p. 207. 

CJSOR v11.0 is the current document supporting trainer requirements. As of the end of the 

reporting period, the shortfall in institutional trainers is 485 trainers, a decrease of 255 from the 

March 2011 shortfall of 740, with 1,816 deployed trainers currently in-place against the total 

requirement of 2,778 trainers. 

 

The United States currently sources 1,331 non-CJSOR trainer positions. In order to temporarily 

address the NATO CJSOR shortfall and fill the U.S.-sourced non-CJSOR requirements as 

quickly as possible, the United States has implemented a series of requests for information from 

other coalition partners, including unit-based sourcing solutions to address short-term training 

needs. 
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So is Getting and Retaining Partners and Mentors 

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National 

Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, October 2011, pp. 40-41 

As of September 30, 2011, there are seven critical shortfalls for the ANA and 88 shortfalls in the 

ANP in focus districts (31 AUP, 22 ANCOP, and 35 ABP). These shortfalls do not account for 

U.S. forces departing theater without backfills due to the ongoing surge recovery, and shortfalls 

are expected to increase as U.S. and coalition forces continue to draw down. The figure below 

depicts the partnering status of fielded ANA kandaks and headquarters. 

ANA Partnering Status 

ANP Partnering Status 



Key Challenges to 
Transition: 

 
Will the US and Its Allies 
Really Fund Transition to 
2014 and Beyond? (2025? 

2030?) 
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FY01 &
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FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11
FY12
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Other 13 13.5 3.7 2.1 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Afghanistan 20.8 14.7 14.6 20 19 39.2 43.4 59.5 93.8 118.6 113.7
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through FY2011: 

Afghanistan: $557.3 

Iraq: $823.4 

Other: $34.1 

Total: $1,414.8 

Unaffordable Burden?  
US Cost of Wars (2001-2012): CRS 

Source: Congressional Research Service 
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 Far Too Little Money for the Future in the FY2012 FYDP. 

DoD Topline Budget Request : FY2001-FY2016  

  

 

●FY 2012 –FY 2016 reflects levels included in the President’s FY 2012 Budget Request; FY 2009 Non-War Supplemental was appropriated through the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 

●FY 2011 reflects the addition of the annualized 2011 Continuing Resolution and an adjustment to the Presidents FY2012 Budget Request 

 

Source: Department of Defense Appropriation Acts FY 2001 –FY 2010, FY2011 Continuing Resolution, FY 2011-FY2012 President’s Budget documents, and 

B02-11-101 v 2.2FY 2012 Budget, p. 22 

  

Baseline Real   

Growth 



US Military and Aid Funding Peak in FY2012 
(CRS estimates in billions of dollars of budget authority) 

 

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11, CRS, RL33110, March 29, 2011.  

• The CDI uses the CRS estimate for FY01-FY10, but estimates a total of $55.1 for Iraq,$119.4 for 

Afghanistan, and 0.1 for enhanced security in FY11 = $170.7. 

•  The CDI total for FY01-FY10 is $802 for Iraq,$455.4 for Afghanistan$ 28.6 for enhanced security, and $5.5 

unallocated = $1,291.5FY11 = $170.7 

• Total DoD FY2013 OCO Account drops to $82.7 billion, with $50 billion nominal figure for outyears.  Future 

Aid funding levels unclear.  
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Transition 
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Shaping Impossible Dreams 

Source: GAO, 10-655R, June 15, 2010 
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GAO Warns Are Trying to Cope  
With Impossible Funding Goals 

Source: GAO, 10-655R, June 15, 2010 
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USAID Warns Must Transition Out of 
Mission Impossible to “Afghan Right” 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 

  

GIRoA Revenues  
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*Source GIRoA 1389 Budget, (Total Pending = Operational Budget + Development Budget) 

** Source:  Afghan National Development Strategy 2008-2013, (Budgeted Core + External 

Expenditure) 
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USAID on Past Exit Funding 

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011 
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Transition: 

 
The External Spending vs. 
Internal Resources Crisis: 

Heading Towards a 
Recession in 2014 and 

Beyond? 
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 Afghan Revenues are Rising but So What? 

ISAF, May 2011 
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Revenues Are Still Tiny Part of Total 
Outside Expenditures 

Source: World Bank, March 14, 2011 
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GAO Estimate of Afghan Dependence on 
Outside Civil Spending 
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GAO Estimate of Afghan Dependence on 
Outside Security Spending 
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World Bank Moderate Case Estimate of Impact of Outside 

Spending/Aid Cuts 
(Total budget expenditure and revenues) 

World Bank, TRANSITION IN AFGHANISTAN LOOKING BEYOND 2014, November 21, 2011, p. 11  

Domestic revenues are projected to increase from 10% of GDP to 17.5% by 2021/22, driven largely 

by the planned value added tax and mining revenues  

  

But over the same period, operating spending on:  

  

• Security: Wage bill to increase from 7% of GDP to 10% to reach 352,000 troops and Operations 

& Maintenance (O&M) from 1% to 10.5% of GDP ($3.5 billion annually in 2011 prices) by 

2014/15  

•   

• Non-security: Civil service wage bill will increase from 5% of GDP to 9%, and O&M spending 

required to sustain donor capital investments from 1% to 4% by 2014/15 ($1.3 billion in 2011 

prices) 

• Combined, these operating expenditures will be almost twice the size of domestic revenues by 

2021/22 

• The World Bank estimates that Afghanistan’s domestic revenues will continue to rise, but that 

operating costs will rise much more quickly than revenues. It estimated that security costs could 

reach 17% of the GDP and that other governmental wages, operating costs, and maintenance 

costs could reach another 14% of GDP.  The current Afghan budget projects some $2.5 billion in 

outside aid for 2012-2017, but this ignores large amounts of off-budget donor aid. If all such 

expenditures were included in the cost of replacing items currently covered by the external 

budget, the total deficit could reach some 25% of the GDP ($7.2 billion in current $US 2011 

dollars) 
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World Bank Estimate that Domestic Revenues are Projected 

to Increase, but Operating Spending is Likely to Grow Faster 
(Total budget expenditure and revenues) 

World Bank, TRANSITION IN AFGHANISTAN LOOKING BEYOND 2014, November 21, 2011, p. 9  
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World Bank:  Managing the Financing Gap in 2021/22 

Financing gap with and without security  
(% of GDP, excluding grants) 

World Bank, TRANSITION IN AFGHANISTAN LOOKING BEYOND 2014, November 21, 2011, p. 11 
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World Bank Estimate of Need for Future Aid 

World Bank, TRANSITION IN AFGHANISTAN LOOKING BEYOND 2014, November 21, 2011, p. 11  

25% of GDP ($7.2 billion in 2011 prices) would still be needed to bridge the gap even in 

2021/22 

While aid could finance any combination of these expenditures, a reasonable option to fill the 

gap could be: 

The Afghan budget funds civilian O&M ($1.3 billion) and a contribution to the security wage bill 

at 2010 level 

Donors absorb the additional increasing security expenditures (that is, security wages plus 

security O&M) 

Donors increase on-budget contributions by around 11% in development budget grants 

Non-security services are threatened by reductions in project-based donor funding and/or by 

continued underfunding of O&M 

Risks vary between sectors: 

Transportation and health are highly vulnerable due to high reliance on donor-funding and low 

O&M spending 

Electricity is less vulnerable, due to potential recovery of costs through user fees 

Although less reliant on donors, O&M in education is underfunded 

Tough expenditure choices need to be made (both by the Government and donors) in dealing 

with the civil sector: 

Choosing investment projects that are growth-enhancing and affordable and that can be 

operated and maintained 

Prioritizing O&M spending, which will require inter- and intra-sectoral trade-offs 

Maintaining social spending and delivering basic services (education, health, rural livelihoods) 

Revenue collection needs to improve to reach planned targets. To minimize leakage: 

Forcefully implement customs reforms 

Enhance capacity in tax administration to implement the value-added tax 

Establish robust accountability mechanisms for managing mineral revenues 

Government capacity to implement on-budget financing needs to improve 
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Afghan Government Estimate of Gap 

Afghanistan’s fiscal gap is significant, and unless it is addressed the good work of the past ten years will come undone. The 

Government and the World Bank have examined the financial position of Afghanistan as it moves beyond Transition and the results, 

shared in the joint World Bank - Government report, show that even under ideal conditions the Government will not be able to cover 

spending pressures4. In the preparation of this document Government closely examined the costs associated with delivery of its 

planned strategy. It used the same economic models as the World Bank, but made slight modifications in the fiscal assumptions. 

Government chose to exercise additional restraint on forecast spending on recurrent costs, incorporated modest increases in minerals 

related revenue and invested the proceeds indevelopment. The primary difference between World Bank and MoF models is that the 

MoF forecasts continued projections to the future, to understand what would be required to achieve sustainability. 

 

This internal analysis has not been independently reviewed by donors, but calculates the estimated cost of continued non-security 

related on-budget development through the NPP framework is equal to 14% of GDP in 2015, with an estimated 9% of GDP coming 

through off-budget channels. The total cost of security is 26% of GDP. The civilian wage bill, O&M and other recurrent non-security 

Government costs is equal to 13% of GDP. The total forecast for required on budget spending is therefore equal to 53% of GDP in 

2015 and 62% when projected off-budget development spending is considered. Substantial funding cuts in any of these areas 

undermine our ability to achieve our shared goal of a secure, sustainable Afghanistan. 

 

Included in these estimates are the costs of absorbing the results of more than ten years of generous external budget assistance 

programs. Of the estimated $57 billion spent on Afghan reconstruction only $6 billion has been channeled through the national 

development budget, with the full ownership of Government. In spite of this, the Government will ultimately need to absorb, utilize 

and maintain much of this infrastructure. It realizes that it must face difficult decisions about which assets can be accepted. Further, 

Government will inherit funding responsibility for externally funded technical advisors that are essential to the delivery of donor-

funded programs. Long-term success in Afghanistan requires that the anticipated shortfall in security and development spending be 

met. 

 

…The Government’s strategy to address this involves a re-commitment by the Afghan Government to economic growth, key reforms 

and increased efficiency in revenue mobilization. The IMF forecasts that Afghanistan will collect $2.0 billion in revenue in fiscal 

2011–12, corresponding to just over 11% of GDP. By fiscal 2016 we believe that a 15% revenue to GDP ratio is achievable. This is 

comparable to Nepal (15.7%), the Philippines (13.4%), and Sri Lanka (14.6%) and well above many other post-conflict, least 

developed nations where data is collected7. Succeeding would mean that the Government would collect $4.4 billion in 2016, and 

would reflect an average revenue growth rate from 2009 of more than 30%. 

Source: Towards a Self-Sustaining Afghanistan, An Economic Transition Strategy.  Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, and dated November 

29, 2011.  
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Afghan Government Strategy 

The Government’s strategy to address this involves a re-commitment by the Afghan Government to economic growth, key 

reforms and increased efficiency in revenue mobilization. The IMF forecasts that Afghanistan will collect $2.0 billion in 

revenue in fiscal 2011–12, corresponding to just over 11% of GDP. By fiscal 2016 we believe that a 15% revenue to GDP 

ratio is achievable. This is comparable to Nepal (15.7%), the Philippines (13.4%), and Sri Lanka (14.6%) and well above 

many other post-conflict, least developed nations where data is collected7. Succeeding would mean that the Government 

would collect $4.4 billion in 2016, and would reflect an average revenue growth rate from 2009 of more than 30%. 

To achieve this, the Government has committed to an aggressive program of efficiency and reform, agreed with the IMF 

on November 14th, 2011.  

 

The key elements of this program include: 

 

− measures to increase the efficiency of our customs and revenue departments, 

− expanding the Government’s ability to enforce the Afghan tax law, 

− improved governance of our state-owned enterprises and corporations, including strong measures for the elimination of 

subsidies, and clear time-bound plans to turn over non-essential functions to the private sector, 

− increase capacity and an improved institutional framework to respond to economic crime, 

− implementation of a series of reforms to strengthen the financial sector, ensuring access to capital for legitimate 

investors, and 

− a phased implementation of a value-added tax providing for tax efficiency and a more progressive, pro-poor taxation. 

The impact of private sector investment in Afghanistan’s extractive industries is forecast to have a substantial impact on 

government revenues. Though the challenges of producing an accurate forecast of mineral related revenue cannot be 

overstated, optimistic scenarios predict that from 2016 annual receipts could reach more than $1.5 billion per year and 

grow to more than $3 billion by 2026. Though Government will continue to aggressively pursue this potential revenue, it 

has taken a more conservative approach to revenue planning. 

 

Beginning in 2016, internal estimates forecast revenue contribution of $500 million per year and grow steadily afterwards. 

This combined with increases in efficiency in tax and customs would push our revenue to GDP ratio to an estimated 21% 

by 2030. These estimates forecast minerals-related revenues to grow at an annualized rate of 17% per year between 

2016 and 2030. Achieving this scenario would require a significant positive change in security and the Afghan business 

climate leading to increases in direct local investment. In addition to the measures described in this paper the 

Government re-commits itself to the principle of transparent, responsible use of mineral sector revenues. 

 
Source: Towards a Self-Sustaining Afghanistan, An Economic Transition Strategy.  Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, and dated November 

29, 2011.  
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Afghan Government Goals for Transition 

• Afghan domestic revenues to rise $2.0 billion in revenue in fiscal 2011–12, 

corresponding to just over 11% of GDP, to $4.4 billion, or 15% by 2016, an 

average annual revenue growth rate from 2009 of more than 30%.   

 

• By 2015 Afghanistan will have taken over full responsibility for its own security, 

and will be leading development initiatives and processes with the confidence 

to make critical foundational investments that will lead to economic growth and 

fiscal sustainability. 

 

• By 2025 Afghanistan will have eliminated its dependency on international 

assistance for funding to non-security sectors and will only receive support 

consistent with all other least developed nations. A robust and growing 

extractive industries sector will have developed. Through effective development 

and, improved delivery of Government services, the root causes of insurgency 

will be reduced and, in consultation with international partners, plans will have 

been put in place to reduce the size of the ANSF. 

 

• By 2030 Afghanistan will be funding a professional, highly effective ANSF. 

Achievements in development and governance will see Afghanistan emerge as 

a model of a democratic, developing Islamic nations. 

 
Source: Towards a Self-Sustaining Afghanistan, An Economic Transition Strategy.  Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, and dated November 

29, 2011.  
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Afghan Government Request for Aid 

Based on our initial analysis we must look to donors to finance approximately 47% of GDP or approximately $10 billion in 

2015. At first glance, this figure may look enormous. However, it reflects a 40% reduction from current aid levels, and it is 

expected to decline over time. The Government takes the challenge donors will face in maintaining this level of assistance 

seriously, but notes that when compared to the current spending of the International Community it is small.  

 

The current estimated cost of the international military presence in Afghanistan is $140 billion per year; 7% of total 2011 

security costs is sufficient to fund the entire gap. This cost savings can facilitate Afghanistan's passage to a future that is 

not aid-dependent. A long-term funding commitment by the International Community, declining over time and ending in 

2030, would provide the necessary stability in financing to allow Afghanistan to arrive at a stable and prosperous future…. 

Based on current analysis the Government of Afghanistan believes it will be necessary for the donor community to fund 

the cost of the Afghan security forces through 2025. 

  

To be successful, this financial support should be defined in two categories: security 

assistance and non-security assistance. 

  

• Security assistance. Based on current analysis the Government of Afghanistan believes it will be necessary for the 

donor community to fund the cost of the Afghan security forces through 2025. The Government will continue to 

contribute to the recurrent cost of maintaining the security forces. The Government commits to work closely with the 

International Community to develop strategies to reduce the number of troops, and their recurrent maintenance costs. 

•   

• Non-Security assistance. We ask the International Community to work with Government to implement the NPPs in a 

manner that creates conditions where strong economic growth is enabled and the root causes of insurgency are 

diminished. Donor funds will used to achieve the commitments laid-out in this document and to achieve our shared 

goals of improved public financial management, reduced vulnerability to corruption, broad political and institutional 

reform, improved public service delivery, a strong enabling environment for growth, and direct poverty reduction. 

• . 

 

Source: Towards a Self-Sustaining Afghanistan, An Economic Transition Strategy.  Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, and dated November 

29, 2011.  


